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The Economic Zones in their various forms are considered the main pillars and a key
foundation for comprehensive and sustainable economic and social development due
to the fact that they offer an appropriate work environment for business growth and
boom. Investment and work in these areas have an advantage of the geographically
confined areas isolated from the nearby cities and most probably one entity or
department is vested with the authorities and powers to develop, operate and manage
these areas and provide all services required for their dwellers.
As a foreseeable and inevitable result of population growth and trade flows around the
world including our area, these areas have witnessed fierce competition during the last
two decades in all regulatory, urban and holistic planning fields. These areas have
expanded geographically to form fully integrated service cities. Due to these newly
arising developments, the stakeholders should set clear and transparent rules,
guidelines and legislative frameworks regulating all investment aspects in these areas
and outlining the rights and obligations of all concerned parties and to indicate the
documentary cycle in details to achieve justice and promote equal opportunities for all.

Over three decades after the sultanate's practice in the sphere of building, managing
and operating the economic and free zones, we should reconsider many regulations,
guidelines and work principles for the same to be in line with the developments and
changes in the business environment in the world in general and our area in particular.
In this context, PEIE has closely worked in collaboration with all partners to come out
with clear legal, legislative and regulatory frameworks to regulate work in the existing
and future zones and in an endeavor to provide appropriate information, these
guidelines were drafted in both Arabic and English and will be printed in other languages
in the future. The Public Establishment for Industrial Estates (PEIE) takes these
guidelines as a charter of action applicable to investors and all other concerned parties.
Finally, we hope we have succeeded in coming out with a well prepared booklet to
provide all partners with the information deemed necessary for investment in the
industrial and free zones managed by PEIE.

Finally, do kindly accept our regards..

PEIE's CEO
Public Establishment for Industrial Estates
(PEIE)
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Royal Decree
No. 32/2015
Promulgating the System (Law) of the Public Establishment for Industrial Estates (PEIE)
We, Qaboos bin Said, Sultan of Oman
After perusal of the Basic Law of the State issued by Royal Decree 101/96,
The Commercial Companies Law No. 4/74,
The Law Regulating Usufruct of Lands of the Sultanate issued by Royal Decree 5/81,
The System of Public Authorities and Establishments issued by Royal Decree 116/91,
The Royal Decree 4/93 establishing the Public Establishment for Industrial Estates,
The Law of Foreign Capital Investment issued by Royal Decree 102/94,
The Financial Law issued by Royal Decree 47/98,
The Law on Free Zones issued by Royal Decree 56/2002,
The Tender Law issued by Royal Decree 36/2008,
The State Audit Law issued by Royal Decree 111/2011,
The Law on the Protection of Public Funds and Avoidance of Conflict of Interests issued by Royal Decree
112/2011,
And as per the exigencies of the public good,

Decreed as follows

Article (1)
The Public Establishment for Industrial Estates (PEIE) shall be under the jurisdiction of the Minister of
Commerce and Industry and the enclosed System to this Decree shall apply to it.
Article (2)
The headquarters of the PEIE shall be in Muscat Governorate and it may establish branches or offices within
the Sultanate or abroad.
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Article (3)
The PEIE shall have a legal capacity and enjoy financial and administrative independence. In order to
achieve its objectives, it shall have the authority to own and dispose of fixed and moveable assets, perform
all disposals and actions necessary for the accomplishment of its objectives and conduct any action deemed
necessary, related or complementary to their achievement.
Article (4)
The PEIE shall collect the fees for municipal services it offers to companies, establishments or commercial
representative offices or their Omani or foreign branches licensed to practice the approved activities within
the PEIE estates.
Article (5)
After the approval of the Council of Ministers, the PEIE Board of Directors shall designate sites within PEIEaffiliated estates for the bodies concerned with provision of necessary services to licensed investment
activities. This shall include the services related to issuing licenses, approvals or visas, registration of
activities or other services. One or more employees shall undertake the prescribed specializations as per
the laws, Royal Decrees or regulations on these services within the purviews of the estate. The functioning
of these parties shall be in line with a decision issued by the Minister of Commerce and Industry after
liaising with them.
Article (6)
According to a from the Council of Ministers in accordance with the PEIE board’s recommendation, it is
permissible to exempt some PEIE-affiliated estates or some investments therein from all or some provisions
of the Foreign Capital Investment Law and the Commercial Companies Law abovementioned, as well as
the prescribed Omanisation percentage in accordance with rules in force. These estates/investments may
also receive other exemptions or incentives not stated in this Decree.
Article (7)
Exempted from the provisions of the Tender Law shall be the PEIE and PEIE-owned companies established
within its estates for implementing or managing service and public utility projects or any other basic
projects therein.
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Article (8)
The Chairperson of Board of Directors of the PEIE shall issue the bylaws and decisions necessary for the
implementation of provisions of this decree and the enclosed System after the approval of the Minister of
Commerce and Industry. Until the Minister has issued such bylaws and decisions, the current regulations,
bylaws, decisions and systems shall remain applicable without prejudice to the provisions of this decree or
the enclosed System.
Article (9)
Cancelled shall be the Articles of Association of the PEIE enclosed with Royal Decree 4/93 along with all
that contradicts or contravenes this decree or the enclosed System.
Article (10)
Published shall be this Decree in the Official Gazette and come into force on the day following its
publication.
Issued on: 4 Shawwal 1436 AH
CT: 21 July 2015 AD
Qaboos bin Said
Sultan of Oman
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System (Law) of the Public Establishment for Industrial Estates (PEIE)
Chapter One
Definitions
Article (1)
In the application of the provisions of this System, The following terms shall have the meanings mentioned
before each of them unless the context requires otherwise:
Establishment (PEIE):
Public Establishment for Industrial Estates
Minister:
Minister of Commerce and Industry
Board:
PEIE Board of Directors
Chairperson:
Chairperson of the Board
Estate:
An area of land allocated for the establishment of an investment activity, operated, managed or supervised
by PEIE
Investor:
A company, establishment, or a commercial representative office or its Omani or foreign branches licensed
to practice the approved activities within the estate
Investment Activity:
The commercial, industrial, agricultural, real estate, tourism, service, logistic, professional, handicraft, or
technical activity carried out by the investor inside the estate
Developer:
A company or an establishment, Omani or foreign, contracted to establish, manage or operate the estate or
a part thereof or to implement infra- or superstructure or public utilities
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Chapter Two
PEIE Objectives and Prerogatives
Article (2)
The PEIE aims to contribute to the holistic and sustainable economic and social development through the
effective management of the related estates.
Article (3)
In order to realize its objectives, the PEIE may exercise all the prerogatives that would enable it to do that,
and in particular:
1- Develop plans for the creation of new estates and the development of existing ones.
2- See to attracting and domesticating local and foreign investments.
3- Provide and develop the services and establish public utilities required inside in the estates, such
as electricity, water, gas, wastewater networks, filtration plants, and road in line with the applicable
laws and regulations.
4- Issue all types of licenses, approvals and certificates related to the exercise of the investment
activities in the estates in coordination with the related authorities.
5- Lease the lands and facilities inside the estates.
6- Grant investors the usufruct of all or part of the lands of the estates without abiding by the
provisions of the abovementioned Law Regulating Usufruct of Lands of the Sultanate.
7- Set up companies as per the applicable laws or contribute to them with a view to developing the
estates or manage, develop, improve or promote their main sectors.
8- Represent the Sultanate at the regional and international conferences and meetings related to the
PEIE prerogatives.
Article (4)
The PEIE shall manage and operate the following estates:
12345-

The industrial estates in Rusayl, Sohar, Sur, Raysut, Buraimi, Nizwa, Samail, and Ibri.
Knowledge Oasis Muscat.
Al-Mazunah Free Zone.
The new estates it may create.
The estates or entities the Council of Ministers may entrust it to manage or operate.
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Chapter Three
PEIE Management
Article (5)
Formed shall be the Board of a chairperson and seven (7) directors/ members appointed and remunerated
as indicated in a decision issued by the Council of Ministers upon the recommendation of the Minister.
Article (6)
The Board shall manage the PEIE and organize its affairs. It shall have all the authorities required for the
PEIE to exercise its prerogatives and achieve its objectives, and in particular:
1- Develop the general policy of the PEIE and follow up its implementation after approval by the
Council of Minister.
2- Approve the organizational structure of the PEIE and administrative sub-divisions and
determine their respective prerogatives.
3- Approve the commercial and financial regulations and other regulations required by the PEIE
work needs.
4- Approve the plans and programs related to the development and growth of the estates in
coordination with the relevant authorities.
5- Approve the draft annual budget and final account of the PEIE.
6- Approve opening branches or offices of the PEIE inside or outside the Sultanate.
7- Establish new estates or expand existing ones after the approval of the Council of Ministers.
8- Approve the tender regulations applied by the PEIE and the companies it owns.
9- Approve loans and credit facilities as per the rules and regulations applicable in the Sultanate.
10- Approve the annual report of the PEIE and refer the same to the Minister.
Article (7)
At its first meeting, the Board shall choose a vice chairperson from among its members to replace the
chairperson in case of his absence or inability to exercise his functions.
Article (8)
The Board shall convene by an invitation from the chairperson or his substitute at least (4) times per year,
and when the need arises. Its meeting shall be valid if attended by at least the majority of its members,
provided they include the chairperson or his substitute. The deliberations of the Board shall be confidential.
It shall issue its decisions by the majority of the attending members. In case of a tie, the side of the meeting
chair shall prevail. The Board may take its decisions by circulation in cases of absolute necessity.
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The Board may invite any of the PEIE employees or external experts it deems necessary to attend its
meetings without having any vote.
Article (9)
The Board may delegate some of its prerogatives to the chairperson.
Article (10)
Without prejudice to the provisions of the abovementioned Law on the Protection of Public Funds and
Avoidance of Conflict of Interests, the chairperson and Board members shall inform the Board in case of a
direct or indirect interests in the contracts or agreements concluded by the PEIE. In this case, the related
members shall not participate in the discussions on this contract or agreement.
The provision of the above paragraph shall apply if the member, his/ her spouse or any of his relatives to
the third degree owns a share in the company with which the PEIE shall contract or if he is a director on its
board.
The violation of the provision of this Article shall render the related contract or agreement invalid without
prejudice to the administrative accountability of the violator.
Article (11)
The Board secretary shall be one of the PEIE employees appointed by a decision from the chairperson. The
secretary shall write down the minutes of the Board meetings and send the invitations along with agendas
to the Board members well before the date of convention of Board meetings.
Article (12)
The PEIE shall have a chief executive officer appointed by a decision from the Council of Ministers.
Article (13)
The chief executive officer shall represent the PEIE before the judiciary and in its connections with other
parties.
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Article (14)
The chief executive officer shall have all the powers established for the unit head as per the applicable laws
at the State Administrative Apparatus, and in particular:
1- Implement the general policy of the PEIE and Board decisions.
2- Manage the PEIE and oversee its employees.
3- Prepare the draft budget and final account of the PEIE and submit the same to the Board for
approval.
4- Prepare the draft regulations and decisions required for the implementation of this System and
submit the same to the Board for approval.
5- Propose opening branches and offices of the PEIE inside or outside the Sultanate.
6- Prepare periodical and annual reports on the PEIE performance and submit the same to the Board.
7- Carry out any other functions allocated to him by the Board or stipulated in the regulations and
systems issued pursuant to this System.
Chapter Four
PEIE Finance
Article (15)
The PEIE shall have an independent budget. Its financial year shall commence on the first day of January
and end on the thirty-first day of December of the same year.
Article (16)

The PEIE resources consist of the following:
1- Appropriations allocated to it in the general budget of the State.
2- Fees and amounts it collects for the services it provides.
3- Proceeds of lease of lands and facilities it owns, manages or operates.
4- Proceeds of investment of its funds.
5- Loans, endowments and gifts it receives as per the laws and regulations applicable in the Sultanate.
6- Any other resources determined by the Board after the approval of the Council of Ministers.
Article (17)
The PEIE funds are public funds that enjoy the rights and privileges of the public treasury funds. The PEIE
may collect the amounts due to it as per the provisions of Regulation on Collection of Taxes, Fees and other
Amounts Due to the Units of State Administrative Apparatus issue by Royal Decree 32/94.
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Article (18)
Exempted shall be the PEIE from all taxes and charges without prejudice to the provisions of the GCC
Standard Customs Law issued by Roya Decree 67/2003.
Article (19)
The PEIE shall have an auditor licensed to exercise accounting and auditing profession appointed and
remunerated as indicated in a decision issued by the Board without prejudice to the provisions of the
abovementioned State Audit Law.
Chapter Five
Final Provisions
Article (20)
The PEIE may assign the development of any estate or part thereof to one or more developers under
investment agreements in accordance to the provisions of the Regulation on Investment of Estate
Investment.
Article (21)
The Board shall issue a regulation to organize all the issues related to the management of estate investment.
This shall in particular:
1- Determine the investment activities, charges required for their exercise and charges for their
issuance.
2- Determine the fees of services provided by the PEIE and the rent of lands and facilities in the estates
without prejudice to the abovementioned Law on Free Zones.
3- Determine the building controls and conditions and the related licenses in the estates.
4- Determine the provisions related to the investment contracts and agreements the PEIE would
conclude with the investors and developers.
Article (22)
The Board shall issue a regulation on administrative violations and penalties. It shall determine the
violations that the investors may commit of the provision of this System and the regulations and decisions
in its implementation as well as other laws and regulations applicable in the Sultanate. It shall also
determine the administrative penalties and fines provides the fine is not less than OMR 100 and not more
than OMR 5000.
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Article (23)
The PEIE officers in whose regard the competent authorities issue a decision upon the request of the PEIE
shall have the capacity of judicial arrest within the scope of implementing the provisions of this System and
its implementing regulations and decisions.
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Decision
No. 220/2017
Issuing the Investment Regulations
In the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Pursuant to the System of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates promulgated by Royal
Decree No. 32/2015,
The approval of the Board of Directors of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates,
The approval of the Minister of Commerce and Industry,
The approval of the Ministry of Finance,
And as per the exigencies of the public good,
It is resolved
Article One
The provisions of the enclosed Regulations shall apply to the investment in the zone of the Public
Establishment of Industrial Estates.
Article Two
Revoked shall stand all that contradicts or contravenes the provisions of the enclosed Regulations.
Article Three
This Decision shall be published in the Official Gazette and shall enter into force six (6) months
after its publication date.
Issued on: 27 Ramadan 1438 AH
CT: 22 June 2017 CE
Eng. Ahmad bin Hassan Al-Dheeb
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Chairperson
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Investment Regulations
In the Zones of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Chapter One
Definitions and General Provisions
Article (1)
In the application of the provisions of these Regulations, the following terms shall have the
respective meanings hereunder unless the context requires otherwise:
Establishment:
The Public Establishment of Industrial Estates.
Board:
Board of Directors of the Establishment.
CEO:
The CEO of the Establishment.
Zone:
Any area of land allocated for the establishment of an investment activity that the Establishment
operates, manages or supervises.
Director General:
Director General of the zone.
Concerned Office:
The Operations Department in the zone or any organizational division in the zone concerned with
investors' dealings.
Committee:
The Investment Committee in the zone.
Supreme Committee:
The Supreme Investment Committee in the Establishment stipulated in Article (70) of these
Regulations.
Investment Application:
The application submitted by the concerned persons for the allocation of a location in the zone for
practicing one of the investment activities.
Investor:
A company, institution or commercial representation office, whether Omani or foreign, licensed to
practice investment activity in the zone.
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Developer:
An Omani or foreign company contracted to build, manage, or operate the zone or a part thereof
or to execute infra- or superstructure or public utilities.
License:
A certificate issued by the Establishment to the investor to practice the investment activity in the
zone.
Authorized Representative:
The natural or legal person authorized by the investor to perform all or some of his works and
represent him in taking all required procedures in the zone.
Transportation Agent:
The investor licensed to practice the activity of goods transportation or logistics services in the
zone.
Article (2)
The provisions of these Regulations shall apply to the investors, developers, contractors, service
providers and workers in the zone. The provisions of the laws, regulations, and systems applicable
in the Sultanate and relevant to the licensed activity shall apply to the issues not covered by a
specific text in these Regulations.
Article (3)
A committee called "Investment Committee" shall be set up in each zone chaired by the Director
General and membership of the director of the relevant department and financial director. The
CEO shall issue a decision on its work system. It shall:
1- Study and determine new investment opportunities in the zone and refer its
recommendations thereon to the Supreme Committee.
2- Decide on the investment applications whose area is less than one hundred thousand
(100000) square meters.
3- Study the investment applications whose area exceeds one hundred thousand (100000)
square meters and refer its recommendations thereon to the Supreme Committee.
4- Study the issue of termination of contracts and cancellation of licenses and take the
appropriate recommendations or decision thereon as per the case according to the power
stipulated in these Regulations.
5- Consider any other issues referred to it by the CEO or the Board.
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Article (4)
Each investor shall appoint one or more authorized representative to work on his behalf in the
zone.
Article (5)
The notices and emails exchanged between the Establishment and the investor shall have the same
legal authenticity of the written letters and notices.
Article (6)
The Establishment shall have the right at any time to request any documents, data, or information
it deems required from the investor or the developer. It shall also have the right to make the
required inspections to ensure his compliance by the provisions of the law, these Regulations, and
the regulations and decisions applicable in the zone.
Article (7)
The zone shall have a general register in which it shall record all the licenses, usufruct contracts,
lease contracts and investment agreements.
Chapter Two
Licenses
Article (8)
The Establishment shall issue the following licenses:
1- The license to practice industrial activity granted to the investor involved in industrial
works based on manufacturing or re-manufacturing the commodities and changing their
features by which they entered the zone.
2- The license to practice commercial activity granted to the investor involved in commercial
works related to import, re-export, and store goods and trade them inside the zone along
with re-arranging and re-packing them without changing their features by which they
entered the zone.
3- The license to practice service activity granted to the investor involved in consultancy,
administrative, restaurant, or any other services required by the work of investors in the
zone.
4- The license to practice logistic activity granted to the investor involved in logistic services.
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5- The license to practice real estate activity granted to the investor involved in the works
related to the construction, operation, management, and leasing residential and
commercial buildings in the zone.
6- The license to practice technical activity granted to the investor involved in the works
related to software, communications and information technology but not the
manufacturing of hardware and equipment.
7- Development license granted to the developers in the zone.
8- The licenses of other activities, which the Board approves their practice in the zone.
Article (9)
The investor shall not practice the investment activity or perform any works in the zone without
first obtainment of the relevant license according to the provisions of these Regulations.
If the investor practices more than one activity, he shall obtain a license for each activity.
Article (10)
The concerned person or his legal representative shall submit the investment application to the
relevant department on the designated form along with the documents mentioned in the form.
The application can also be submitted online on the Establishment website.
Article (11)
The relevant department shall record the investment applications in the designated register.
Within ten (10) business days from the date of submitting the application, the relevant department
shall review it and request any required documents and data not submitted. If the applicant does
not submit these documents and data within twenty (20) business days from the date of
notification thereof, the application shall stand as cancelled.
The relevant department shall refer the complete applications to the Committee along with a
report thereon.
Article (12)
The Committee shall review the application requests and issue its recommendations or decisions
thereon within ten (10) business days from the date on which the Committee received the
application.
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In case of dismissal, the decision shall be reasoned.
The relevant department shall inform the applicant of the decision of the Committee within five
(5) business days from its issuance. The lapse of (60) sixty days after the submission of the
application without a response shall stand as dismissal thereof.
Article (13)
In case of approving the investment application, the applicant, for approval of the license
application, shall conclude the lease or usufruct contract or investment agreement with the zone
within (30) thirty business days from the date of notifying him of approval. If the investor does not
conclude the contract within the said period, the approval shall stand as cancelled.
The signing of the lease or usufruct contract or investment agreement shall stand as approval of
the investor's commencing construction and preliminaries works for the site after obtainment of
the required permits. In all cases, this approval shall not approve the practice of any investment
activity before obtainment of the license.
Article (14)
Upon the completion of the requirements for practicing the activity stipulated in these Regulations,
obtaining the licenses from the relevant authorities, preparing the work site, approval of the civil
defense, and obtaining construction completion certificate, the investor shall apply to the relevant
department to get the license. The relevant department shall decide on the application within (30)
thirty business days from the date of submission. The lapse of the said period without a decision
shall stand as approval of the application.
Article (15)
The license shall determine the licensed investment activity and the investor shall not practice any
other activity than that mentioned in the licensed.
Article (16)
The period of the license shall be one (1) year that starts from the date of its issuance renewable
upon an application by the investor or his legal representative at lease thirty (30) business days
before its expiry provided the fulfilment of the set conditions, and in particular the following:
1- Validity of the commercial register.
2- Validity of lease contract, usufruct contract, or investment agreement.
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3- Compliance by the stipulated general health and safety conditions.
4- Submission of prescribed insurance policies under these Regulations.
5- Payment of the charges and all financial dues to the zone.
In case of dismissal of the license renewal application, the decision shall be reasoned and the
relevant department shall inform the applicant of such dismissal at his address mentioned in the
renewal application. If there is no response to the application within (30) thirty days, this shall
stand as approval.
Article (17)

The investor shall:
1- Abide by the obligations of the Sultanate stipulated under the international agreement
related to the investor's activity.
2- Abide by the legislations applicable in the zone and other laws applicable in the Sultanate.
3- Abide by the conditions of the license issued to him.
4- Abide by the prescribed Omanization percentages.
5- Inform the Establishment with any amendment in the details of the license issued to him.
6- Keep the required registers as determined by the Establishment.
7- Cooperate with the Establishment staff with judicial arrest capacity, allow them to practice
their powers, and facilitate their performance of their functions.
8- Disclose any data or information required by the Establishment for statistical purposes.
Article (18)

The investor shall not:
1- Amend his legal form without a written approval by the Establishment.
2- Practice any work that would impede the performance of the zone, contravenes its
purposes, threatens the security of its facilities, investors, workers, or clients or endangers
their safety.
3- Possess any corrupt, damages, expired or environmentally-detrimental goods, the goods
that the Sultanate boycotts their country of origin economically, or goods whose
possession is legally prohibited.
4- Possess goods that have writings, drawings, inscriptions, signs or shapes that contradict
the beliefs, instructions and concepts of the divine religions or violate public ethics and
morals.
5- Practice any activities or operations that constitute illegal competition.
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Article (19)
The license issued to the investor shall be cancelled in the following cases:
1- If it is proven that it was issued based on incorrect data or information or fake documents.
2- If the usufruct contract, lease contract or investment agreement expires without renewal.
3- Upon the request of the investor.
4- Bringing prohibited goods into the zone.
5- If the accumulative points reach one hundred (100) according to the provisions of the
Regulation of Administrative Violations and Sanctions in the Establishment.
Article (20)
The Establishment may suspend or cancel the license issued to the investor in the following cases:
1- Violation of the license conditions.
2- Sale of all technical facilities and fixtures established on the plot.
3- Not commencing the practice of the licensed activity for six (6) months from the date of
issuing the license without any acceptable excuse.
4- Stopping the practice of the licensed activity one (1) year without any acceptable excuse.
5- Non-payment of the fees and other payable amounts to the Establishment on their
maturity dates.
6- Violation of the legislations applicable in the zone and other laws applicable in the
Sultanate.
7- Practice of any activity not licensed in the zone.
Article (21)
The Establishment may not suspend or cancel the license in the cases mentioned in Article (20) of
these Regulations unless after informing the investor or his representatives of the violation
ascribed to him. It shall give him a period of not more than (60) sixty business days and lapse of
the said period without removal of the reasons of violation.
Article (22)
Within (60) sixty business days from receiving the license cancellation notice, the investor shall
take the procedures required to obtain the quittance certificate from the relevant department
unless he has another license on the same location on which he practices the activity. This shall be
without prejudice to his liability towards third parties.
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Article (23)
In order to get the quittance certificate, the investor shall:
1- Evacuate the leased location or plot from all occupancies.
2- Remove all buildings and facilities he established if the Establishment does not want to
own them.
3- Remove any waste or ruins on the location or plot.
4- Hand over the leased location or plot at the condition at which he received the same.
5- Liquidate or dissolve the company unless it has another branch outside the zone.
6- Amend the commercial register as per the case according to the laws and controls
applicable in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
7- Settle all rights and obligations due to the zone.
8- Settle the conditions of his workers and submit a proof that he does not have expatriate
workforce registered in the zone.
Article (24)
In case of license cancellation for any reason, the zone shall inform the Directorate General for
Passports and Residence in the Royal Oman Police, Ministry of Manpower, and all the concerned
parties of the same.
The investor shall settle the conditions of his expatriate workforce previously given work
residences under his sponsorship according to the applicable rules.
Article (25)
The cancellation of the investor's license according to the provisions of these Regulations shall not
prejudice any of his obligations toward third parties. The investor shall submit an undertaking of
these obligations on his full liability. The zone shall observe the rights of any third party that has
contracts with the investor inside the zone.
Chapter Three
Granting Land Usufruct in the Zone
Article (26)
The usufruct of the Establishment lands shall be a temporary in-kind right that ends if its period
expires or when the project ends, whichever is earlier.
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Article (27)
Only the Establishment shall have the right to grant usufruct of the lands in the zone.
No person or entity can have usufruct of the lands in the zone without a license for that from the
Establishment according to the provisions of these Regulations.
Article (28)
The usufruct of lands in the zone shall be subject to the provisions of these Regulations and the
terms and conditions of the usufruct contract concluded between the Establishment and the
usufructer on the designated form prepared by the Establishment without prejudice to the
provisions of these Regulations.
Article (29)
The usufruct of lands in the zone shall be against a charge determined by the Board.
In addition, the Establishment may grant usufruct of the lands in the zone for governmental
entities, places of worship, and charities for nominal charge or free of charge according to a Board
decision.
Article (30)
The purpose of the usufruct granted under the provisions of these Regulations shall be in line with
the planning of the related plot.
Deciding the area of the usufruct land shall be in line with the nature and actual needs of the
activity in light of the rules stated by the Establishment in this regard. In all cases, the area of the
usufruct land shall not exceed the limits of actual needs of the project.
Article (31)
The usufruct period of the lands in the zone shall not exceed (99) ninety-nine calendar years
renewable upon the request of the usufructer and the approval of the Establishment.
Article (32)
The usufruct contract concluded between the Establishment and the usufructer shall:
1- Determine the location and area of the usufruct land and purpose of its use.
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2- Determine the annual charge of usufruct, rate of annual increase thereof during the
contract period, and method of payment.
3- Determine the financial security provided by the usufructer.
4- Determine the usufruct period.
5- Describe the project, its various components, stages of execution, and time schedule of its
execution.
6- State the obligations of both parties.
7- Indicate the consequences of violation of obligations and termination of the agreement.
8- Mention any other items that the Establishment deems their inclusion necessary in the
contract.
Article (33)
The concerned person or his legal representative shall submit the usufruct application to the
relevant department or online on the Establishment website on the designated form along with all
the documents states in the form.
The Establishment may request any additional documents and data required to decide the
application request.
Article (34)
The Supreme Committee shall review the application and decide on it within (30) thirty business
days from the date of completion of data and required documents. The lapse of this period without
a decision shall stand as refusal.
The refusal decision shall be reasoned.
Article (35)
The Establishment shall deliver the land the subject of usufruct to the usufructer free of any rights
that would prevent his use thereof according to the terms and conditions of the usufruct contract.
Article (36)
The Establishment shall guarantee not obstructing the usufructer throughout the usufruct period.
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Article (37)
The usufructer, whether in person or his workers, shall have the right to use and exploit the
usufruct land in line with the provisions of these Regulations and the texts of the usufruct contract.
Article (38)

The usufructer shall:
1- Abide by the restrictions and rules prescribed by the Establishment and the restrictions
stipulated in the usufruct contract.
2- Use and exploit the usufruct land according to the purpose designated for the land.
3- Pay the fees of usufruct on the set dates and with no delay.
4- Preserve the usufruct land and maintain it throughout the usufruct period.
5- Observe the laws, regulations, decision, and instructions applicable in the zone.
6- Execute the project on the usufruct land during the period agreed with the Establishment.
Article (39)
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article (38) of these Regulations, the usufructer may dispose
of the stipulated usufruct under the provisions of these Regulations by any disposal provided it
does not contradict with the purpose designated for the usufruct land without prejudice to the title
of the land itself. Any such disposal shall be according to the conditions and rules set by the
Establishment.
In all cases, the disposee shall not receive any rights unless within the limits of the usufructer's right
and for the same period and conditions.
Article (40)
The usufructer shall not dispose of the usufruct by sale or assignment unless after the completion
of the project and commencing the practice of his activity.
Article (41)
The usufructer shall not dispose of the usufruct for a period that exceeds the usufruct period agreed
with the Establishment in the usufruct contract.
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Article (42)
The usufructer shall deliver the usufruct land to the Establishment after the expiry of the usufruct
period in its original condition. He shall also remove the buildings and facilities thereon and any
wastes or ruins therein unless agreed otherwise.
If the usufructer violates his mentioned obligations and the Establishment does not want to own
the buildings and facilities, the Establishment may take one of the following procedures:
1- Sell the buildings and facilities at public auction according to the rules and procedures
stated in a decision by the CEO after the approval of the Board.
2- Remove the buildings, facilities, wastes and ruins if their sale is not possible at the expense
of the usufructer.
This shall be without prejudice to the right of the Establishment to claim all the costs it paid in this
regard and the compensation for the damages it incurred.
Article (43)
The Establishment shall terminate the usufruct in the following cases:
1- Upon the request of the usufructer.
2- If it discovers that the usufructer had obtained the license based on incorrect data and
information or fake documents.
3- If the usufructer's license for practicing the licensed activity in the zone is cancelled.
4- If the activity licensed for the investor is deleted from the commercial register.
5- If the usufructer is declared bankrupt or in case of the liquidation or termination of the
legal personality of the usufructer.
6- Any other cases agreed between the Establishment and the usufructer.
Article (44)
The usufruct contract shall terminate if the investor does not commence construction works and
preparation of the site within (6) six months after obtainment of the required approvals and
permits or if he does not obtain approvals and permits from the relevant entities within (6) six
months from its effective date without acceptable reasons. The CEO may issue a decision to renew
this period for a second period or a third period by a decision from the Supreme Committee as per
the case. In this case, the investor shall not be entitled to any compensations from the
Establishment.
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Article (45)
Without prejudice to the provision of Article (43) of these Regulations, the Establishment may
terminate the usufruct if the investor violates any of his obligations stipulated in the usufruct
contract or the license conditions.
The Establishment may not terminate the usufruct in the abovementioned cases before notifying
the investor of the violation ascribed to the project, setting a period for him to remove the reasons
of the violation, and the lapse of this period without removing these reasons.
Article (46)
The Establishment may terminate the usufruct according to the provisions of these Regulations if
the public interest so requires according to the provisions of the applicable laws in the Sultanate.
Article (47)
The termination of the usufruct according to the provisions of these Regulations shall not prejudice
the investor's obligations toward third parties.
Article (48)
Without prejudice to the agreements of both parties, if the Establishment expresses its desire to
own the buildings or facilities established on the usufruct land after the end of the usufruct, it shall
take the required procedures to purchase them according to the administrative and financial rules
and procedures applicable therein considering the following:
1- Obtainment of the approval of the Board to the purchase after ensuring the economic
feasibility thereof.
2- Setting up a committee of specialists in the Establishment to evaluate the buildings or
facilities established on the land by a decision from the CEO. The committee may seek the
assistance of experts and specialists for the evaluation of assessment process if required.
3- Informing the investor or his legal representative in writing of the estimated value of the
buildings or facilities.
If the investor accepts the estimated value and does not object to it within (15) fifteen business
days, the Establishment shall complete the required procedures in this regard. In case of investor's
objection to the estimated value rendering the sale unfeasible, the Establishment shall take the
required procedures to remove the buildings or facilities at the expense of the investor.
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Article (49)
The investor may involve new partners in the usufruct contract concluded with the zone
considering the following procedures:
1- Obtainment of the written approval of the Establishment to that.
2- Amending the usufruct contract.
Article (50)
Any partner in the usufruct contract may withdraw from it or assign his rights to the other partners
or new partners considering the following procedures:
1- Submission of a quittance certificate approved by the zone for the partner to withdraw.
2- Amending the details of the usufruct contract.
Chapter Four
Lease of Lands and Facilities in the Zone
Article (51)
Only the Establishment may lease lands and facilities in the zone.
Lease of lands and facilities in the zone shall be according to the provisions of these Regulations
and the lease contract as per the form designated for that purpose by the Establishment.
Article (52)
The lease period of lands and facilities in the zone shall not exceed (30) thirty calendar years
renewable upon the request of the investor and the approval of the Establishment.
Article (53)
The lease contract shall continue until the end of the agreed period by its parties and renew
automatically unless the investor inform the Establishment in writing of his desire to evacuate the
leased property at least (3) three months from the expiry of the lease contract.
Article (54)
The investor shall pay the rent stipulated in the lease contract within (30) thirty days of its maturity
date against a receipt unless agreed otherwise. The receipt of payment the rent for a specific period
shall be a proof for payment of the rent for the previous periods unless otherwise proven. If the
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lease contract does not stipulate a specific date for rent payment, the rent shall be payable at the
beginning of each calendar year.
Article (55)
Except for the buildings and facilities established by the Establishment and determined by the
Supreme Committee, the investor may lease the buildings and facilities he builds on the leased
lands under a lease contract on the form designated by the Establishment for that purpose
considering the following:
1- The approval of the Director General in writing before signing the lease contract upon the
recommendation of the relevant department.
2- The investor has practiced the licensed activity for at least one year.
3- Payment of all financial dues to the Establishment plus three percent (3%) of the contract
price annually.
4- Submission of a written undertaking of the investor's liability jointly with the tenant for
any obligations toward the Establishment.
5- The tenant was registered according to the Commercial Register Law, Commercial
Companies Law, and the systems and instructions applicable in this regard.
6- The tenant has obtained the license before commencing the investment activity and any
licensed legally prescribed for the activity.
In all cases, the investor shall not lease the open lands or parts thereof. Moreover, he shall not lease
the industrial buildings and facilities he erects if the license granted to him is for an industrial
activity.
Article (56)
The investor may involve new partners in the lease contract concluded with the Establishment
provide he submit an application to the Director General on the form designated for that purpose
by the Establishment.
Article (57)
Except for the buildings and facilities established by the Establishment and determined by the
Supreme Committee, the investor may lease the buildings
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Article (57)
Any partner may withdraw from the lease contract or assign his rights therein to the other partners
or new partners provided the submission of a quittance certificate on the designated form.
Article (58)
The investor may sell all the facilities and technical fixtures he established on the leased land
provided he submit an application for that to the Director General on the form designated by the
Establishment for that purposes considering the following conditions and procedures:
1- The lapse of one year after the conclusion of the lease contract in the zone and the leased
lands were equipped according to the technical conditions and specifications in this
regard.
2- Submission of a quittance certificate on the form designated for that.
3- Cancellation of the license of the selling investor.
4- Signing a new lease contact or investment agreement between the zone and the new
investor for the remaining period of the contract.
5- Obtainment of the required license for the practice of the investment activity by the new
investor.
Article (59)
The Establishment may terminate the lease contract if the investor violates his obligations
mentioned therein. The Establishment may also terminate the lease contract if the public interest
so requires without prejudice to the investor's rights.
Article (60)
The lease contract shall terminate if the investor does not commence construction works and
preparation of the site within (6) six months after obtainment of the required approvals and
permits or if he does not obtain approvals and permits from the relevant entities within (6) six
months from its effective date without acceptable reasons. The Director General may issue a
decision to renew this period for a second period or a third period by a decision from the
Committee or Supreme Committee as per the case. In this case, the investor shall not be entitled to
any compensations from the Establishment.
Article (61)
Upon the termination of the lease contract, the investor shall return the leased land or facilities to
the Establishment at their original status and free of any rights thereon.
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The investor shall also remove all buildings and facilities he established thereon and any wastes or
ruins therein unless agreed otherwise.
Article (62)
If the investor violates his obligation to evacuate the leased land or facilities from all contents
within (90) ninety days from the date of expiry or termination of the lease contract, the Director
General may take any of the following procedures:
1- Evacuate at the expense of the investor and store the contents in an appropriate place
along with imposing storage fees on the investor. The zone shall not be responsible for
any damage, loss or shortage to these contents due to the evacuation process.
2- Sell the contents in the leased plot or location according to the controls for sale of goods
at the public auction in the zone.
3- Destroy the contents if it is not possible or unfeasible to sell them according to the controls
for destruction of goods in the zone.
Article (63)
If the investor violates his obligation to remove the buildings and facilities he established within
(90) ninety days from the date of expiry or termination of the lease contract while the
Establishment does not want to own them, the Director General may take any of the following
procedures:
1- Sell the buildings and facilities at the public auction according to the controls for selling
goods in the zone stipulated in these Regulations while obligating the purchaser to sign a
lease contract for the area of land that holds the buildings and facilities.
2- Remove the buildings and facilities if it is not possible or unfeasible to sell them and claim
all the resulting expenses from the investor.
Article (64)
If the Establishment would like to own the buildings or facilities established on the leased lands, it
shall take the procedures required for their purchase according to the administrative and financial
controls and procedures applicable in the Establishment considering the following:
1- The relevant department shall prepare a technical report that includes a precise
description of these buildings and facilities and the benefits and returns of their
ownership.
2- Approval of the Board of the purchase.
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3- Setting up a committee of specialists in the Establishment to evaluate the buildings or
facilities established on the land by a decision from the CEO. The committee may seek the
assistance of experts and specialists for the evaluation of assessment process if required.
4- Informing the investor or his legal representative in writing of the estimated value of the
buildings or facilities.
If the investor accepts the estimated value and does not object to it within (15) fifteen business
days, the Establishment shall complete the required procedures in this regard. In case of investor's
objection to the estimated value rendering the sale unfeasible, the Establishment shall take the
required procedures to remove the buildings or facilities at the expense of the investor.
Article (65)
If the investor violates his obligation to remove the wastes and ruins in the leased land or facilities
within (10) ten days from the date of expiry or termination of the lease contract, the Director
General may order their removal at the investor's expense. This shall be without prejudice to the
right of the Establishment to claim all the expenses it incurred in this regard from the investor.
Article (66)
The Establishment may take all its financial dues toward the investor from the price of the contents
of the leased plot and the buildings or facilities erected thereon. If the price is exceeds these dues,
the remaining amount shall be recorded in the Establishment accounts in favor of the investor. If
the price is not enough to pay these dues, the Establishment shall claim them according to the legal
procedures adopted for collecting the financial rights of the Establishment.
Article (67)
The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to the leasee investor from another investor without
prejudice to his rights and obligations stipulated in the contract concluded with the leasing
investor.
Article (68)
Upon a decision by the Director General at the recommendation of the Committee, the
Establishment may withdraw a part of the plot leased to the investor if he does not use more than
fifty percent (50%) of its total area within (5) five years from the commencement date of practicing
the activity.
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Chapter Five
Zone Development
Article (69)
The Establishment may contract one or more developers who are eligible and have technical,
financial, and administrative efficiency to develop the zone or part thereof under an investment
agreement. The development shall include all infra- and superstructure works, and management
and operating processes, including:
1- Execution of roads, networks of water, telephone, electricity, sewage, and rainwater
discharge, and all the works required for the development of any area or part in the zone.
2- Construction of residential and labor compounds in the zone.
3- Construction of hotels and touristic resorts for the service of investing companies.
4- Construction and execution of logistics services projects.
5- Construction of power generation, desalination and purification plants and drilling wells
provided the services of these projects be exclusively for the zones of the Establishment
and in coordination with the competent authorities.
6- Management or operation of any services or facilities inside the zone.
7- Construction of any other facilities determined by the Supreme Committee on Investment.
The developer shall prepare the development plan and the required time schedule after the
approval of the Establishment.
Article (70)
A committee called "Supreme Committee on Investment" shall be set up in the Establishment with
the CEO as chair and membership of the senior Establishment staff as determined in a decision by
the Board that shall also name the committee rapporteur from among the Establishment
employees. The decision shall also determine the working system of the committee. The Supreme
Committee on Investment shall decide on the investment applications submitted by the
developers and the investment application in which the area of land required for investment
exceeds (100000) one hundred thousand square meters.
Article (71)
The developer shall not assign part or all of his rights and obligations related to the development
of a zone or a part thereof to another entity without the written approval of the Establishment
according to the designated form prepared for this purpose. Provided the assignee abide by the
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conditions required for his approval as a developer and after the payment of a fee equivalent to
ten percent (10%) of the price of the contract concluded between the developer and the assignee.
The assignee shall apply to the Establishment to obtain a development license according to the
rules and procedures adopted for reviewing the developers'' applications stipulated in these
Regulations.
Article (72)
The concerned department shall pre-qualify the developers through the following:
1- Announce the zones and projects that the Establishment desires to invest in the local and
international media and invite the developers for pre-qualification according to the
following criteria:
A- The developer's resume.
B- Financial ability.
C- Technical expertise.
2- Review the information submitted by the developers and apply the criteria mentioned in
clause (1) of this Article to classify the developers, refer its recommendations to the
Supreme Committee, and then invite then to submit their competitive financial proposals.
The department may seek the assistance of the specialists it may need for the pre-qualification
process.
Article (73)
The concerned department shall determine the investment opportunities marketable to the
developers and the Supreme Committee.
Article (74)
If the developer submits a project not included in the investment opportunities that the
Establishment promotes or offers as investment opportunities, the application shall be studied and
the developer shall be qualified according to the provisions of these Regulations. If his qualification
and the feasibility of the project are proven, the Establishment shall conclude an investment
agreement with him without the need to announce any competition thereon.
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Article (75)
The Supreme Committee may grant the companies that the Establishment owns or participates
therein the development of any zone directly without the need to announce that.
Article (76)
The investment agreement concluded between the Establishment and the developer shall in
particular:
1- Determine the location and area of the development land and purpose of its use.
2- Determine the annual rent, charge of usufruct of the lands and facilities, or any other
financial compensation according to the provisions of the agreement.
3- Determine the financial security provided by the developer.
4- Determine the development period and the schedule for the construction of the project.
5- Describe the project, its various components, and stages of execution.
6- Indicate the rights and obligations of both parties to the agreement.
7- Indicate the criteria of performance by which the developer should abide.
8- State the rights and obligations of the sub-developers in the zone.
9- Indicate the sanctions imposed on the developer in case of violation of his obligations.
10- Indicate the dispute settlement mechanism.
11- Mention any other obligations and conditions, and exclusive rights granted to the
developer and the method of regulation of these rights.
12- Indicate the provisions and conditions for the Establishment recovery of the zone the
subject of investment agreement if the developer commits any of the violations
mentioned in the agreement.
13- Indicate the cases and conditions of terminating the agreement.
Article (77)
The maximum limit of the investment agreement shall be as follows:
1- Ninety-nine (99) years if the investment agreement relates to the construction,
management, and operation of the zone or a part thereof or execution of infrasuperstructure or public utilities provided the investment agreement include the
provisions of the usufruct contract as per the provisions of these Regulations.
2- Twenty-five (25) if the investment agreement relates to the management or operation of
the zone or a part thereof.
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Article (78)
The developer shall have the following rights:
1- To develop all or part of the relevant zone according to the development plan approved
by the Establishment and determined upon the conclusion of the investment agreement
between the developer and the Establishment.
2- To provide one or more services in all or part of the relevant zone according to the level of
services required shown in the development plan approved for that zone.
3- To lease the land inside the relevant zone to practice the activities allowed in the zone.
4- To determine and collect the rents or any other financial amounts approved by the
Establishment.
5- To market the zone lands to the clients inside or outside the Sultanate to use the same in
practicing the activities allowed in the zone.
6- To set the rules and procedures for the development and operation of the relevant zone
upon the approval of the Establishment.
7- To contract qualified entities to provide the services in the zone.
Article (79)

The developer shall:
1- Ensure that his investors and licensees abide by the systems and procedures adopted in
the Establishment.
2- Provide the services stipulated in the investment agreement to the beneficiaries that the
developer approved to provide them with in line with the development plan.
3- Allow the Establishment staff to enter the relevant zone to ensure that the developer
practices his activity according to the conditions of the license and the investment
agreement.
Article (80)
The developer shall prepare the general plan of the zone the subject of the investment agreement,
which shall consist of the organizational plans at all its levels as follows:
1- The detailed survey plan of the location.
2- The master plan.
3- The detailed master plan.
4- The execution schedule.
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This shall be within (6) six months from the date of concluding the investment agreement. The
Supreme Committee may extend this period for a similar period.
Article (81)
The organizational plans referred to in Article (80) of these Regulations shall:
1- Be in line with the vision of the Establishment and its approved planning criteria and
prepared by specialized and qualified companies and engineering and consultancy offices
licensed to work in the Sultanate.
2- Be prepared according to Geographical Information System (GIS), AutoCAD, and the
geographical coordinate system adopted in the Sultanate (WGS84) in the form of hard and
soft maps.
3- Be prepared in line with the environment impact study and the legislations applicable in
the zone.
4- Observe the technical requirements of the buildings and other approved specifications
issued in a decision by the CEO.
Article (82)
The detailed master plan of the location shall include the following:
1- Detailed description of the location in terms of the typographical and hydrological nature,
geophysical characteristics of the soil and the spatial characteristics of the location.
2- Detailed description of the relation between the location and its surroundings along with
indicating the external infrastructure services, including the roads, lines for provisions and
distribution of water, electricity, communications and sewage network as well as the
channels of water discharge and ground communications network.
3- A map showing the external borders of the location, its contour lines, main linking points
to the networks of infrastructure and external supply facilities, and the level of road at the
entrance.
Article (83)
The developer shall perform all the works and studies required for the preparation of the detailed
master plan of the location provided the Establishment provide him with the required data and
information and facilitate his access procedures to the location.
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Article (84)
The developer shall submit a detailed master plan of the location to the Establishment by the date
set by the Supreme Committee.
The Establishment shall issue its decision thereon within (30) thirty business days from the date of
receiving the report. The lapse of the said period without a decision shall stand as acceptance.
In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
Article (85)
After approving the detailed master plan of the location, the developer shall prepare the master
plan of the master plan of the location that shall include the following:
1- A scheme of the various uses of the lands that shall determine the sites, areas and corridors
allocated and reserved for common uses, including the roads with their various
organizational levels, pedestrian corridors, vehicle parking lots, public utilities, corridors
of infrastructure networks (main and secondary), urban spaces, green spaces, places of
worship, and social services centers.
2- The locations and spaces allocated for the various economic uses, including the areas
allocated to residential, commercial, residential-commercial, office, touristic, storage, and
industrial uses.
3- The percentage of each of the uses mentioned in clause (1) of this Article compared the
total area of the location.
Article (86)
The Establishment shall issue its decision on the master plan within (30) thirty business days from
the receipt of the plan. The lapse of that period without a decision shall stand as approval.
In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
Article (87)
In case of approving the master plan, the developer shall prepare the detailed master plan that shall
include the provisions and conditions of plan and construction specifically and in detail for each
piece of land separately, and the following in particular:
1- Coordinates of the plots of land according to the approved geographical coordinate
system, area of each plot and the dimensions of its four sides.
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2- Type and use each plot in the plan.
3- The level of building compared to the level of the road that leads to the plot, linking axes
and points with the surrounding road network and the infrastructure networks that serve
it.
4- The maximum percentage and floor ration, maximum height, and minimum side, front
and back rebounds.
5- The area of parking of vehicles of all types based on the building area and nature of use.
6- The restrictions on identity and architectural style that determines the external
appearance of buildings and fences, specifications of materials used, and the requirements
of site coordination.
Article (88)
The developer shall submit the detailed master plans to the Establishment within the time set in
the time schedule mentioned in the zone development plan.
The Establishment shall decide on the approval of the detailed master plans within (30) thirty days
from the date of submitting the plan. The lapse of that period without a decision shall stand as
approval.
In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
Article (89)
The Establishment may during the execution periods approve the amendment of the master plan
or detailed master plan based on the request of the developer. The application shall include all the
elements subject to amendment and the amendments of the work plan and time schedule of
executing the various stages of the development project.
Chapter Six
Construction Works in the Zone
Article (90)
No contractor shall practice construction works in the zone without obtaining a permit from the
relevant department according to these Regulations and the controls issues by the zone.
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Article (91)
Before commencing work in the zone, the contractor shall obtain the required permits for his
workers.
Article (92)
No construction works shall be established, expanded, or amended in the zone before obtaining
the license from the relevant department according to the provisions of these Regulations.
Article (93)
The application for the license for construction works, expansions or amendments thereto shall be
submitted to the relevant department on the designated form for that purpose accompanied by
the original construction documents and schemes as well as other documents mentioned in the
form and the proof on payment of the prescribed fees.
Article (94)
The construction schemes enclosed with the license application shall be approved by an
engineering company or office licensed to work in the Sultanate and authenticated by Public
Authority for Civil Defense and Ambulance.
Article (95)
The construction schemes shall be in line with the various level of plans, architectural and technical
requirements of buildings, and other prescribed specifications issued in a decision by the CEO. The
stakeholders shall submit an executive summary that indicates the conformity between the
designs and the required conditions and their abidance by the standard percentages and figures
mentioned in the approved master plans.
Article (96)
The relevant department shall review the application for construction works license and approve
or disapprove it within (15) fifteen business days from the date of its submission along with the
complete required documents.
In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
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Article (97)
The construction license shall be valid for one (1) year renewable for similar period(s) by a decision
from the director of the relevant department upon an application submitted by the party
requesting the license accompanied by a proof on payment of the prescribed charges.
Article (98)
The licensee to perform construction works shall appoint an engineering company or office
licensed to work in the Sultanate to supervise the execution of the construction works and ensure
compliance by the license schemes and the stipulated construction requirements.
Article (99)
The licensee shall obtain the approval of the relevant department to the appointment of the
contractor or the engineering office that shall execute the construction works in the zone. The
department shall have the right to refuse any contractor or engineering office that has committed
a violation in the zone provided it mention the reasons of the refusal.
Article (100)
The following works shall not be done without obtaining the approval of the relevant department
according to the conditions and procedures issued in a decision by the CEO:
1- Excavation in the public road or its reserve to connect the infrastructure services to the
project.
2- Excavation outside the boundaries of the plot licensed for usufruct.
Article (101)
It is prohibited to leave the filling ruins and construction materials or dispose of them in other than
the locations designated for that by the zone.
Article (102)
In case of violation of the provisions of Articles (100) and (101) of these Regulations, the zone shall
take one of the following two procedures:
1- Obligate the violator to remove the reasons of the violation and return the first condition
within the period it sets for him.
2- Remove the reasons of the violation and return the first condition at the expense of the
violator along with ordering him to pay all the expenses incurred by the zone in this regard.
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Article (103)
The stakeholders shall immediately stop the construction or excavation works if they reveal
monuments or architectural landmarks in the location and inform the zone of the same at once.
Article (104)
Upon the completion of the construction works, the licensee shall obtain the construction
completion certificate from the relevant department. He shall submit the relevant application on
the designated form accompanied by a report from the engineering company or office supervising
the construction works proving the abidance by the license conditions and other conditions and
specification determined by the department concerning the use of the building or the nature of the
envisaged economic activity.
The zone may request any additional documents or data and conduct the required inspections to
decide on the said application.
No building shall be occupied before the obtainment of the said certificate.
Article (105)
The relevant department shall review the application for construction completion certificate and
decide on it within (10) ten business days from the date of completing all the documents, data, and
inspections required. The lapse of that period without a decision shall stand as approval.
In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
Article (106)
The applicant for construction completion certificate shall be informed of the decision issued
thereon at the address mentioned in the application within (5) five business days.
Chapter Seven
Sale at Public Auction
Article (107)
Upon the recommendation of the relevant department, the Director General may issue a decision
to sell the following goods at public auction:
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1- The goods stored in leased plots and facilities whose lease contracts were terminated but
their owners have not transported or stored them in other places within six (6) months
from the date of termination of the lease contract.
2- The goods that have become a danger to the adjacent stored goods or detrimental to
public health, environment or the storage facilities that contain them if their owner does
not take them out of the zone within a period calculated according to the degree of their
danger. Their owner shall be informed of that in writing. In this case, sale shall apply only
to the goods proven usable.
3- The perishable goods if their owner does not take them out of the zone within a period
calculated according to their perishability.
4- The goods whose owners are unknown. In this case, the sale price of these goods shall be
recorded on the account of zone revenues.
Article (108)
The Director General shall issue a decision to form a Committee for Selling Goods at Public Auction
at the public auction of three zone staff. The chair of the committee shall be one of the zone staff
who has the judicial arrest capacity. The decision shall determine the rapporteur of this committee
who shall prepare its entire works and inform the stakeholders of its decisions.
Article (109)
The Committee for Selling Goods at Public Auction shall:
1- Approve the sale of goods if the highest price submitted by tenderers equals or exceeds
the estimated value of the goods.
2- Postpone the sale once if the highest price submitted by tenderers is less than the
estimated value of the goods. Upon offering the goods for sale at the public auction for the
second time, the committee may approve the sale whether the highest bid is more or less
than their estimated value.
3- Sell the goods at the first time even if the highest price submitted by tenderers is less than
their estimated value if it is not possible to postpone the sale at the public auction due to
the condition of the goods after the approval of the Director General.
Article (110)
The goods shall be sold at public auction according to the following procedures:
1- The relevant department shall prepare statements of goods to be sold.
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2- These statements shall be accompanied by a statement of the estimated value of the
goods, financial entitlements due to the zone, reason for sale, and complete description of
goods in terms of type, number, and quantity. The relevant department may seek the
assistance of whoever it deems appropriate to evaluate the goods value.
3- The relevant department shall then refer the statements mentioned in clause (1) of this
Article to the Director General along with its recommendation in this regard.
4- The sale of the goods shall be announced, after the approval of the Director General, in
one local newspapers provided the announcement include the sale venue and date along
with a full description of goods offered for sale.
5- The sale session at the public auction shall be held at the venue and date set in the
announcement in the presence of all members of the Committee for Selling Goods at
Public Auction.
Article (111)
The tenderer awarded the auction shall pay two percent (2%) of the price of goods upon the
issuance of the awarding decision.
Article (112)
The tenderer awarded the auction shall pay the remaining price of the goods within (10) ten
business days from the awarding date in addition to the price of announcement in the local
newspapers and all administrative expenses of three percent (3%) of the sale price. If he does not
do that, the goods shall be re-offered for sale at the public auction. In this case, he shall bear all the
costs that result from that.
Article (113)
The tenderer awarded the auction shall be given (30) thirty business days to take the goods out of
the zone after the date of payment of the remaining price. If he does not take them out during this
period, a financial fine shall be imposed on him for each delay day by a decision from the Director
General. If he does not take the goods out of the zone within (90) ninety days, they shall be re-sold
at the public auction provided the first awardee of the auction bear all the resulting costs without
any liability on the zone.
Article (114)
After announcement of selling the goods at the public auction and before the date of the auction,
the investor may stop the sale procedures according to an application he submits to the relevant
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department indicating the reason for that. The department shall review the application and submit
it to the Director General along with its opinion provided the investor bear all the costs resulting
from stopping sale procedures.
Article (115)
Upon the recommendation of the relevant department, the Director General may postpone the
sale of goods at public auction if the goods value is more than the dues of the zone on the investor
if there is no other reason for sale thereof under the provisions of these Regulations.
Article (116)
If the number of tenderers is less than three (3), the sale price shall not be less than the estimated
value of the goods.
Article (117)
Bidding for the goods shall be only from the persons attending the auction session in person or
their legal agents after they present a proof to that agency. If the tenderer is a legal person, its
representatives shall submit a proof on such representation.
Article (118)
The distribution of the proceeds of goods sale at public auction shall be as follows:
1- If the auction awarded price equals the dues of the zone and the costs of auction
procedures, these dues shall be collected according to the applicable financial procedures.
2- If the auction awarded price exceeds the dues of the zone and the costs of auction
procedures, the surplus amount shall be recorded in its accounts in favor of the investor
who shall be notified of that according to the applicable financial procedures.
3- If the auction awarded price is less than the dues of the zone and the costs of auction
procedures, the zone shall demand the investor to pay the difference and collect the same
according to the applicable procedures in the Sultanate.
Article (119)
The zone shall not be liable for any damage that may result from the sale of goods at public auction
or any rights or obligations of the investors or third parties because of the application of the
provisions of these Regulations.
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Article (120)
The tenderers shall inspect the goods before the sale session in the presence of all members of the
Committee for Selling Goods at Public Auction. Any auctioneer participating in the auction shall be
considered as having inspected the announced goods and any claim to the contrary shall not be
admissible.
Article (121)
The public auction for the sale of goods shall be at the location where the goods exist unless the
Director General decides to transfer the goods to another location prepared for that purpose
provided this do not affect their safety.
Article (122)
The notices and sale decisions shall be served to the investors at the addresses registered with the
zone without any liability on the zone in this regard. If it is not possible for the zone to serve the
notice due to lack of precise address or the change of address without informing the zone, the sale
announcement shall as a notice under the provisions of these Regulations.
Article (123)
There shall not be no sale for the goods at the public auction if they are subject to lawsuits related
to intellectual property rights or trademarks, or if they are under precautionary attachment in favor
of any governmental entity.
Chapter Eight
Destruction of Goods
Article (124)
The zone shall destroy the following goods:
1- The goods that expired and seized by the staff who have the judicial arrest capacity.
2- The goods whose presence in the zone has become dangerous to the other goods and
individuals in the zone and seized by the staff who have the judicial arrest capacity.
3- The goods that cannot be sold at the public auction after taking a decision in this regard
under the provisions of these Regulations.
4- The goods subject to a judicial judgment issued to destroy them.
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Article (125)
The goods shall be destroyed in the zone according to the following procedures:
1- The relevant department shall prepare statements of goods to be destroyed.
2- The relevant department shall refer the statements to the Director General along with the
recommendation to destroy the goods and the cause of destruction per case.
3- The relevant department shall inform the investor of the destruction decision at least
fifteen (15) business days before the date set for destruction.
However, the investor may request the suspension of destruction procedures upon the submission
of an application to the relevant department indicating justifications for his request. If the Director
General approves the application upon the recommendation of the relevant department, the
investor shall take the goods out of the zone within the period set by the Director General.
Article (126)
1- The Director General shall issue the goods destruction decision that shall include the
following details:
A- Name of the investor or his authorized person.
B- Description of the goods.
C- Reason for destruction.
D- Destruction location and date.
2- Goods destruction decision shall be issued at least five (5) business days before the date
set for destruction and copies thereof shall be sent to the bodies represented on the Goods
Destruction Committee stipulated in Article (127) of these Regulations except in the cases
of necessity decided by the Director General. In the latter cases, the destruction takes
places first and then these bodies shall be informed.
3- Goods destruction decision shall be accompanied by all documents related to the goods
shown in the destruction decision.
Article (127)
The Director General shall issue a decision to form a committee for the destruction of goods of not
less than (3) three members chaired by one of the zone staff who have judicial arrest capacity. The
committee may seek the assistance of the specialized bodies if the concerned goods have an
environmental impact.
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The decision shall appoint a rapporteur for this committee from among the zone staff to prepare
its work.
Article (128)

The Goods Destruction Committee shall:
1- Inspect the goods and conform them to the actual statements.
2- Determine the appropriate manner to destroy the goods to get rid of them in a safe and
environment-friendly manner.
3- Determine the destruction location and date.
4- Supervise the transport of goods from their storage location to their destruction location.
5- Supervise the destruction process directly.
Article (129)
1- After the completion of the destruction process, the Goods Destruction Committee shall
prepare destruction minutes that include the method of destruction along with a detailed
description of the condition of goods after destruction. All committee members shall sign
these minutes.
2- The committee shall enclose with the goods destruction minutes original copies of the
destruction decision and all documents related to the goods.
3- After all committee members have signed the minutes, the committee rapporteur shall
submit the same to the relevant department to issue the destruction certificate.
Article (130)
The relevant department shall collect the costs of goods destruction from the investor or his
authorized representative before the destruction process commences. If the investor or his
authorized representative does not pay these amounts, the relevant department shall continue the
procedures and they collect the charges later according to the financial procedures applicable in
the zone.
Article (131)
The goods may be destroyed in the zone pursuant to the provisions of these Regulations upon the
request of the investor or his authorized representative according to the following conditions:
1- Submission of an undertaking that there is no dispute over their ownership or lack of any
lawsuits related to intellectual rights thereon.
2- Submission of a proof that their destruction has no negative effect on the environment.
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3- If it is not possible to sell or dispose of the goods or if they do not have a commercial value.
4- Payment of the costs resulting from the destruction process.
5- If the investor or his authorized representative submits an undertaking that the zone is not
liable for the goods in any case.
Article (132)
The relevant department shall issue goods destruction certificate based on the destruction minutes
prepared by the Goods Destruction Minutes.
Article (133)
If the members of the Goods Destruction Committee stipulated in Article (127) of these
Regulations have different views concerning the method of undertaking its functions, they shall
refer the issue to the Director General for decision that shall be final.
Chapter Nine
Regulation of Entrance of Individuals and Vehicles into the Zone
Article (134)
The workers of the investor, service providers, and contractors in the zone shall obtain an entry
permit into the zone. This permit shall be valid for (2) two years from the date of issuance provided
this does not exceed the expiry date of residence of expatriates.
Article (135)
The investor, service providers, and contractors in the zone and their workers shall obtain an entry
permit for their vehicles into the zone according to the provisions of these Regulations.
The following conditions shall apply to obtainment of the vehicle entry permit:
1- The driver of the vehicle should be allowed to enter the zone.
2- The license of the vehicle should be valid.
Article (136)
The investor's card shall be a permit for him to enter the zone at any time. He can bring two vehicles
into the zone free of charge.
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Article (137)
The zone shall issue the permit upon an application submitted by the concerned person to the
relevant department after fulfilling the conditions and payment of the prescribed fees.
Article (138)
The following conditions shall apply to the obtainment of an entry permit for public conveyances
into the zone:
1- The conveyance should be owned by the applicant or rented by an investor involved in
the activity of passenger transport in the zone.
2- The conveyance should have a valid license for not less than one (1) month.
3- The conveyance should have an insurance policy on the passengers and third parties valid
for the period of the permit.
4- The validity of the license shall not exceed the validity of the conveyance license.
Article (139)
The public conveyances allowed to enter the zone shall not transport the individuals not allowed
to enter the zone.
The public conveyances owned by the investor shall not transport other than his workers or
employees.
Article (140)
The relevant department shall issue entry permits for goods transport conveyances, both Omani
and foreign, to the zone for loading purposes after payment of the prescribed fees without
prejudice to the international agreement on land transport to which the Sultanate is a party.
Article (141)
No Omani or foreign goods transportation conveyances shall enter into the zone except through
a licensed transportation agent that shall abide by the following:
1- Rent a plot in the zone for parking its conveyances and accommodating the machinery
and equipment used in handling.
2- Be licensed to practice land transport activity.
3- Provide empty conveyances within forty-eight (48) hours from the time of request by the
investor or as agreed.
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4- Provide empty conveyances from inside the Sultanate or from the trucks existing in the
zone.
The transportation agent shall be entirely responsible for the conveyance and its driver allowed
into the zone from the time of entry into the zone until exit therefrom.
Article (142)
If the investor owns goods transport conveyances or contracts local transport companies or owner
of the conveyance and desires to use the same to transport his goods into the zone, he shall be
allowed to do that upon his request provided he shall not use them to transport the goods of other
investors.
In this case, the investor shall be entirely responsible for the conveyance and its driver from the
time of entry into the zone until exit therefrom.
Article (143)
The conveyances and vehicles allowed into the zone shall not park in public streets or stay at night
in other than the designated locations.
Article (144)
The relevant department shall prepare a register at the zone gate to record the empty conveyances
that enter the zone for loading. This register shall include their numbers, nationality, name of
transportation agent, and loading location.
Article (145)
On a daily basis, the security and safety personnel in the zone shall take an inventory of all the
goods conveyances in the zone at the end of working hours and inform the relevant department
of the same to take the required procedures.
In all cases, the relevant department may withdraw the permit and prevent the conveyance of
vehicle from entry if it violates the provisions of these Regulations or the instructions issued to it
by the relevant department or the security and safety personnel in the zone.
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Chapter Ten
Workers in the Zone
Article (146)
The investor shall inform the zone of all details related to his workers and procure their entry
permits within (30) thirty days of their joining the work.
The investor shall maintain a register of his workers to write the following details:
1- Names of workers.
2- Dates of joining work in the zone.
3- Their domiciles.
4- Contact information.
5- Any other details determined by the relevant department.
He shall specify the name of a person or known entity in the Sultanate for Omanis and in the
homeland for the expatriate to contact when necessary.
The investor shall be entirely responsible for the validity of these details, update them when
required and inform the department of the same.
Article (147)
The investor shall not allow any worker to work for him before completion of the legally prescribed
procedures stipulated in these Regulations and the relevant laws.
Article (148)
The investor shall not use workplaces as accommodation for workers who shall not sleep in other
than the designated places.
Article (149)
The workers in the zone shall keep entry permits to the zone and show the same to the safety and
security personnel in the zone whenever requested.
Article (150)
The workers in the zone shall abide by the public customs, traditions and practices applicable in
the Sultanate.
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Article (151)
The workers in the zone shall not commit any acts that would undermine zone stability, threaten
its security and safety, or violate good conduct, and values and morals observed in the zone.
They shall not commit any act that would arouse the others' emotions and feelings or infringe upon
their religious beliefs.
They shall not possess or exchange pornographic films, images, and magazines and any other
materials that violate morals and religious values in the zone.
Article (152)
The workers in the zone shall not commit any act or utter anything that would negatively affect the
reputation of the Sultanate.
Article (153)
The workers in the zone shall not be present in the workplaces in other than the official working
hours without the approval of the relevant department in the zone.
Chapter Eleven
Workers' Accommodation
Article (154)
The Establishment shall allocate a specific area in each zone for the construction of permanent
accommodation for workers working in the zone.
Article (155)
The permanent accommodation of workers in the zone shall fulfil the following conditions:
1- The entrances and exits of the residential area shall be separate from the remaining
investment sector in the zone
2- The area of the building shall be commensurate with the number of workers therein.
3- They shall be separate from one another in a way that provides appropriate ventilation of
the rooms therein.
4- The engineering conditions and standards as per the Omani specifications for residential
buildings.
5- The public safety conditions as per the requirements of the civil defense.
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6- Appropriate health facilities in each building in terms of appropriate ventilation and
services of sewage and pure water valid for human use as per the applicable standards in
the Sultanate.
7- A designated location in each building to prepare foods and keep them separately from
the rooms in way that ensures the safety of workers, foods, and drinks.
8- Provision of appropriate sanitary ware for each building.
9- Provision of appropriate air-conditioning and cooling facilities that suit the climate
conditions therein.
10- The number of workers in each room shall be commensurate with its area.
11- Each worker shall have his own bed.
12- Provision of enough spaces for entertainment and games.
13- Provision of first air services and primary medical center.
Article (156)
The contractors may build temporary accommodation compounds for their workers in the zone
after the approval of the relevant department provided the accommodation fulfil the following:
1- The public safety conditions as per the requirements of the civil defense.
2- The appropriate healthy environment in terms of sound ventilation and services of sewage
and pure water valid for human use as per the applicable standards in the Sultanate.
3- To be at an enough distance from the excavation, filling, and construction works.
4- To be on plots leased to the working company that owns the building or the project or to
be rented for that purpose.
5- Provisions of a quick conveyance in the accommodation around the clock.
6- Provision of an appropriate conveyance in emergencies at the accommodation location.
In all cases, only the workers in that project allowed to enter the zone shall stay in these temporary
accommodation compounds provided they are allowed to enter the zone.
Article (157)
The investors shall not allocate part of the buildings or lands allocated to them to build the
investment projects in the zone to build a permanent accommodation for their workers.
Article (158)
The buildings allocated to women shall be separate from those allocated to men. Mixing between
genders shall not be permissible in the residential buildings.
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The buildings allocated to families shall be separate from those allocated unmarried workers.
Article (159)
The entity that manages and operates the residential buildings in the zone shall appoint a male or
female Omani supervisor, as per the case, for each building.
Article (160)
Any person allowed to enter the zone but not a worker shall not stay over in the workers'
accommodation. No worker in the zone shall stay over in other than the building designated to
him according to the details determined by the entity that manages and operates the residential
buildings in the zone.
Article (161)
In cases of necessity, workers other than those of the zone may be accommodated in the workers'
accommodation provided obtainment of a prior approval from the Director General and
availability of additional area more than the needs of the zone.
Article (162)
The entity that manages and operates the residential buildings in the zone shall provide the
relevant department with the number of buildings, lists of workers in each building, and all their
details periodically.
Chapter Twelve
Advertisement Signs
Article (163)
Each investor shall place in a conspicuous place of the leased plot or location or the place of his
activity a sign that carries his name and type of his activity and any other data determined by the
zone.
For the sake of consistency, the zone may provide and fix the signs on all plots, locations and leased
places in the zone. In this case, the investor shall bear the costs of his signs in addition to the
prescribed fees.
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Article (164)
The investor shall not fix or place a sign, writing, prominent letters, sign or inscription for
advertising or promoting a name, shop, commodity, trade, profession, activity or any other thing
in the leased plot or location or the place of his activity. This shall include advertisements operated
by intermittent or permanent neon, and static, dynamic or shifting advertisements without the
approval of the relevant department.
Article (165)
The details on the signs and in advertisements shall be consistent with the investor's details
mentioned in the commercial register and the documents related to the trademark and placed in a
conspicuous rather than a misleading manner.
Article (166)
Neither the sign nor the advertisement shall contain anything that violates the laws, regulations
and systems applicable in the Sultanate. They shall not infringe upon the religious feelings or public
morals or order. In case of violation, the CEO or his delegate may order the removal of the sign or
the advertisement at the expense of the violator without prejudice to the penal liability of the
offender.
Article (167)
The investor shall maintain and renew the sign whenever necessary and meet the general safety
conditions for the sign.
Article (168)
The investor shall remove all the signs and advertisements from the leased plot or location in case
of evacuation. He shall also move the same to the new location if he moves to another location in
the zone within (30) thirty days from the date of evacuation or moving.
Article (169)
The provisions stipulated in this Chapter shall not apply to the signs and advertisements of the
units of State Administrative Apparatus and the public authorities and institutions.
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Chapter Thirteen
Insurance
Article (170)
The investor shall submit the following insurance policies:
1- An insurance policy that covers all the damages and risks that may result from
construction operations before the issuance of the building permit.
2- An insurance policy that covers all buildings, offices, plants, warehouses or real estate
units he established and the machinery and equipment used in its operating or production
processes immediately after the completion of construction operations. The relevant
department shall not issue any construction completion certificate to the investor before
the submission of this policy according to the provisions of these Regulations.
3- An insurance policy that covers all the damages and risks that may affect the goods he
owns or holds on the plot or facility.
4- An insurance policy on his workers that covers all the damages or risks that would result
from the nature of their work.
In all cases, the investor may submit one or various insurance policies to cover some or all damages
and risks mentioned above.
Article (171)
The insurance policies stipulated in these Regulations shall be submitted on the set dates to the
relevant department that shall decide on their approval or disapproval within (5) five business days
from the date of submission. The lapse of this period without a decision shall stand as approval of
the policy.
In case of approval of the policy, the investor submitting it shall receive a notice that includes its
number and the time, day and date of its submission. In case of refusal, it shall be returned to its
submitter along with the reasons of disapproval.
Article (172)
The insurance policy shall cover all the damages and risks that would affect the individuals or
properties it covers. The zone may set a limit of the liability for each incident before approving the
policy.
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The insurance policy shall be valid for (1) one calendar year or less than that upon the approval of
the relevant department. In all cases, its period shall not be less than the period required to cover
the related risks. The renewal of the policy, if required, shall be at least ten (10) business days
before its expiry.
Article (173)
The insurance policy submitted by the investor shall include an explicit text that stipulates the
invalidity of any condition that exempts the insurance company of liability for compensation.
The insurance policy submitted by the investor shall include an explicit text that stipulates that the
insurance company shall not claim any amounts from the zone against the compensation the
company has paid to the affected party.
Article (174)
The insurance policy shall not be acceptable if the name of the insured is not identical to the name
mentioned in the license.
Article (175)
The relevant department may reject the insurance policy if it includes articles or conditions that
violate the basic principles of the Law on Insurance Companies applicable in the Sultanate or
issued by an insurance company that had previously procrastinated payment of compensation to
the affected or claimed the compensation it had paid from the zone.
Article (176)
The insurance policy shall be in Arabic. If it is in a foreign language, it shall be accompanied by a
certified Arabic translation. In the case of disagreement in interpretation, the Arabic version shall
prevail.
Chapter Fourteen
Final Provisions
Article (177)
The relevant department shall inform the concerned persons with the decision issued on their
respective application according to the provisions of these Regulations at their addresses
mentioned in the applications. In case of refusal, the decision shall be reasoned.
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Article (178)
The investor may object to the decisions issued by the Supreme Committee or the CEO in a
grievance submitted to the Board Chairperson and to the decisions issued by the committee or the
Director General to the CEO. The grievance shall indicate the reasons and be accompanied by the
supporting documents within (60) sixty days from the date of notification of the decision. There
shall be a decision on the grievance within (30) thirty days from its date of submission.
If this period lapses without a decision, this shall be a disapproval of the grievance. The decision
issued in this regard shall be final.
Article (179)
The Establishment staff concerned with the enforcement of the provisions of these Regulations
and mentioned in a decision by the relevant authority upon the request of the CEO shall have the
judicial arrest capacity as for the violations committees in their jurisdictions concerning the
application of the provisions of these Regulations.
They shall have the right to enter the location at any time for inspection purposes, and ensure the
application of the provisions of these Regulations, availability of the public health and safety
conditions, Omanization percentages legally prescribed and any other law applicable in the zone.
Article (180)
The Director General or his delegate shall sign the lease contracts, usufruct contracts, and
investment agreements concluded between the zone and the investor according to the designated
forms.
Article (181)
No one shall commit any act that would impede work in the zone, contravene its purposes,
threaten the security of facilities, investors, or workers in the zone or endanger their safety.
Article (182)
1- The following goods shall not enter the zone:
A- Goods that the Sultanate boycotts their countries of origin economically.
B- Narcotics of any type and their derivatives except for those required for manufacturing
pharmaceuticals and drugs as authorized by the Ministry of Health.
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C- Firearms, ammunition, and explosives of any type without license from the relevant
authorities.
D- Inflammable materials without the approval of the relevant authorities or in violation
of the conditions of such approval.
E- Radioactive materials or those that have radioactive activity except those whose
import is permissible for industrial, medical, or scientific research purposes as per a
license from the relevant authorities and under their supervision and according to the
conditions and controls they may set.
F- Waste materials detrimental of the environment and materials unfit for human or
animal consumption.
G- Corrupt, stinking, decadent, expired or environmentally detrimental goods.
H- Goods that have writings, drawings, inscriptions, signs or shapes that contradict the
beliefs, instructions and concepts of the divine religions or violate public ethics and
morals.
I- Goods that violate the laws of protection of intellectual, industrial, literary, and
technical property mentioned in a decision by the relevant authorities.
J- Goods prohibited to enter the Sultanate.
2- The goods stipulated in clause (A) of this Article that enter the zone shall be disposed of
according to the provisions of the laws and systems applicable in the Sultanate.
3- The zone shall not compensate for the goods stipulated clause (A) of this Article and their
owners shall compensate for every interruption, damage or loss that would result from
bringing them into the zone.
Article (183)
The fees for the licenses and services provided by the Establishment as well as the rents of the plots
and facilities in the zone shall be determined according to the annex enclosed with these
Regulations. This shall be without prejudice to the stipulations of the investment agreement and
existing lease contracts as for the rents of the plots and facilities.
In case of non-payment of the due fees or any financial compensation under the provisions of these
Regulations within (30) thirty days of the maturity date, there shall be a delay fine of six percent
(6%) of the said fees or any financial compensation calculated from maturity date.
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Article (184)
The CEO shall issue a decision to set up a committee called "Committee of Review Applications
and Financial Settlements" of (3) three Establishment staff including the financial director in the
zone concerned with the exemption application. The decision shall also name the committee
rapporteur.
This committee shall review the exemption application of the investors and refer its
recommendations to the Board provided it consider the following in its recommendations:
1- The reasons of force majeure for inability to use the leased location, such as not
connecting it to the services or roads up to the project site.
2- The natural accidents or disasters that affected the project.
3- The investor's compliance during his work in the zone by the systems, controls and
decisions applicable in the zone, and Omanization percentage in particular.
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ANNEX
FESS FOR LICENSES AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE ESTABLISHMENT AND RENTS OF
PLOTS AND FACILITIES IN THE ZONE
1- FESS FOR LICENSES AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE ESTABLISHMENT
Item
License for practicing industrial activity
License for practicing any activity other
than industrial activity
License of small restaurants,
transactions follow-up offices (projects
granted a certificate from the Public
Authority for SMEs provided the
investment is not more than (50000)
fifty thousand Omani Rials and the
leased area is not more than (1000) one
thousand square meters)
Development license
License for practicing IT activities
License for practicing educational and
training activities
Amendment of license details

Fee
(OMR)
(800)

Measurement
Unit
Annual

(2200)

Annual

(100)

Annual

(10000)
(500)

Annual
Annual

(5000)

Annual

(25%) of
license
fees

Once

Permit for ATMs and similar self-service
machines

(500)

Annual

Contractor's work permit

(120)
per
project

Monthly

Notes
The fee includes a
lighted sign on the
façade of the
building that is not
more than three (3)
square meters. There
shall be additional
(10) ten Omani Rials
per additional square
meter in line with the
technical conditions
of each zone

If they are in public
places, there shall be
an additional OMR
200 per month as
rent
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Consultant's work permit
Permit for cleaning service provider
Permit for transportation agent
Permit for goods handling contractor
Customs clearance permit
Permit other than the above
Amendment of permit details

(60) per
project
(120)
(1500)
(200)
(100)
(25)
(10)

Monthly
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Monthly
Once

2- FEES FOR SERVICES PROVIDED UPON THE INCORPORATION OF THE PROJECT OR
AMENDING THE MAIN DETAILS OF WORKING COMPANY
Item

Additional/ replacement
copy of survey plan
Additional/ replacement
copy of lease contract

Fee
(30)
Baisas per square meter
(20)
Omani Rials
(50)
Omani Rials

Amendment of lease/
usufruct contract

(50)
Omani Rials

Application for amending the
area of the leased location

(100)
Omani Rials

Assignment of lease rights

(1)
Omani Rial/ square
meter

Once

Withdrawal/ addition of
partners in the commercial
register

(250)
Baisas/ square meter

Once

Review and approval of
engineering drawings

(150)
Baisas/ square meter
Provided not less than
(200) Omani Rials

If the drawings are submitted
again for review and approval
without correcting the

Survey plan of plot

Notes

Once in addition to any fees
related to other items resulting
from the amendment
Per each application provided
payment of any service resulting
from this amendment
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Review and approval of
engineering drawings for the
second time

(75)
Baisas/ square meter
Provided not less than
(100) Omani Rials

observations mentioned in the
first review.
The fee includes: construction
commencement permit, handover
of landmarks, service connection
certificate, construction
completion certificate, signs of the
contractor and project, and
construction permit

(100)

Once

(50)

Once

(50)

Once

(500)

Once

Renewal of expired
construction permit
Issuing a replacement copy of
construction permit
Amendment of details of
construction permit
Permit for construction of
camp for contractor's
workers inside the leased plot
Permit for construction of
camp for contractor's
workers outside the leased
plot
Permit for service passage
corridor excluding excavation
permit
Permit for excavation works
including cutting of an
asphalt road
Permit for installation of
communications antennas
(and similar devices) on roofs

(500) Rials + (3) Rials/
square meters for the
occupied area

Permit for installation of
communications towers

(2000) Rials + (40)
Rials/ square meter of
allocated plot

(5) Rials / longitudinal
meter/ annual
(100)
Rials
(1000)
Rials
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3- FEES FOR GENERAL SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE WORKING COMPANIES IN THE
ZONE
Item
Advertising boards (signs) at
the zone entrances/ inside
the zone
Permit for advertising board
fixed on private lands
Advertising sign of a foreign
product inside the zone
Advertising sign of a
local/GCC product on roofs
or facades of buildings
Permit for distribution of
advertising leaflets inside the
zone
Permit for holding an event
inside the zone
Certificate of destruction of
foodstuff
Reservation of a shaded
public parking
Reservation of an unshaded
public parking

Fee
(50)
Rials/ square meter
monthly
(5)
Rials/ square meter
annual
(1500)
Rials/ annual
(350)
Rials/ annual

Notes

Provided there is no similar
product manufactured inside the
relevant zone

(100)

Per day/ ad

(50)/ day

Add (5) Rials/ day/ square meter if
in public places

(20)
Rials
(100)
Rials/ parking/ annual
(50)
Rials/ parking/ annual

4- FEES FOR MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Item
Authentication of a salary
statement of expatriate
workers

Fee

Notes

(5)
Rials

Certificate
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Printouts, work manuals,
specification and any other
printed materials
Quittance certificate form
Issuing To Whom It May
Concern certificate
Authentication of documents
Copies of documents
including authentication
Issuing a weight card
Issuing any other document
than the above
Entry permits of empty truck
for loading purposes
Entry permit of individuals
into the zone
Entry permit for private
vehicles into the zone
Parking of truck in shipping
yards
Sewage services
Connection of water service
Connection of gas service
Reconnection of services
after interruption by service
provider
Consumption of water

(10)
Rials
(5)
Rials
(5)
Rials
(5)
Rials
(5)
Rials
(3)
Rials
(5)
Rials
(3)
Rials
(3)
Rials/ permit/ annual
(5)
Rials/ permit/ annual
(100)
Baisas/ hour of parking
Baisa/ gallon of water
invoice consumption
(100)
Rials
(100)
Rials
(50)
Rials
(3.5) Baisa per gallon

Each document
Each document
Each document
Each document
Each document

Each document
Each entry

If the water is one of the
production components and not
discharged through the sewage
network, an ad hoc technical
committee shall be set up to
review each case and determine
the percentage of water subject to
tariff
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Consumption of gas

14% of gas price in USD
set by provider – Baisa
per square meter

5- PLOTS, BUILDINGS, WAREHOUSES AND OFFICE SPACES
Item
Industrial plots

Residential plots
Service, logistic
(warehouses), and
commercial plots

Office spaces/ Knowledge
Oasis Muscat

Facilities and buildings of all
uses

Fee
(1)
Rial/ square meter/
annual
(2)
Rials/ square meter/
annual
(3)
Rials/ square meter/
annual
Equipped (7) Rials/
square meter/ monthly
Not equipped (6) Rials/
square meter/ monthly

(estimated cost of
square meter/10) × area

Notes

Price shall increase by (15%) every
five years

This price does not include the
consumption of electricity,
maintenance services and other
maintenance services and other
services as determined by the
Director General of the zone
Add to this the rent of the area of
the plot on which the facility is
built

decision
No.219/2017

Issuing the Regulations on
Administrative Violations and
Sanctions
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Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Decision
No. 219/2017
Issuing the Regulations on Administrative Violations and Sanctions in the Public
Establishment of Industrial Estates
Pursuant to the System of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates promulgated by Royal
Decree No. 32/2015,
The approval of the Board of Directors of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates,
The approval of the Minister of Commerce and Industry,
And as per the exigencies of the public good,
It is resolved
Article One
The provisions of the Regulations on Administrative Violations and Sanctions (enclosed) shall
apply to all industrial estates of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates or those it manages
or supervises.
Article Two
Revoked shall stand all that contradicts or contravenes the provisions of the enclosed Regulations.
Article Three
This Decision shall be published in the Official Gazette and shall enter into force after (90) ninety
days of its publication date.
Issued on: 27 Ramadan 1438 AH
CT: 22 June 2017 CE
Eng. Ahmad bin Hassan Al-Dheeb
Undersecretary of Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Chairperson
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Regulations on Administrative Violations and Sanctions in the Public Establishment of
Industrial Estates
Article (1)
In the application of the provisions of these Regulations, the following terms shall have the
respective meanings hereunder unless the context requires otherwise:
Establishment:
The Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Zone:
An area of land allocated for the incorporation of an investment activity operated, managed or
supervised by the Establishment
Director General:
Director General of the zone
Relevant Department:
The Operations Department in the zone or any organizational division in the zone concerned with
investors' dealings
Investment Activity:
The commercial, industrial, agricultural, real estate, touristic, service, logistic, occupational, artisan,
or technical activity that the investor practices in the zone
Investor:
A company, establishment, or commercial representation office or their branches, whether Omani
or foreign, licensed to practice investment activity in the zone
Developer:
A company or establishment, whether Omani or foreign, contracted to build, manage, or operate
the zone or a part thereof or to execute infra- or superstructure or public utilities.
License:
A certificate issued by the Establishment to the investor to practice the investment activity in the
zone
Article (2)
The provisions of these Regulations shall apply to the developers, investors, contractors, service
providers, and workers in the zone. The provisions of the laws, regulations and systems applicable
in the Sultanate relevant to the licensed activity shall apply to the issues not covered by a specific
text in these Regulations.
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Article (3)
The violations committed by the developers, investors, contractors, service providers, and workers
in the zone are classified as follows:
A- Group One: it includes the following violations:
1- Utilization of areas outside the leased area without permission.
2- Fixing a kiosk, counter or commercial booth outside the investor's buildings without
a prior permit from the zone.
3- Absence of a sign with the commercial name of the project.
4- Non-conformity between the commercial name on the sign and that in the license.
5- Lack of maintenance of the sign or damage thereof.
6- Lack of the required safety conditions in the sign.
7- Placement of inappropriate drawings or photos on the products and signs.
8- Non-compliance with the conditions of the sign location and its set measurements.
9- Printing or distributing pamphlets without permission from the zone.
10- Hanging clothes in other than the designated locations.
11- Washing vehicles and machinery at other than the designated locations.
12- Throwing or spreading wastes at other than the designated locations.
13- Delayed payment of the amounts due to the zone.
14- Disposal or collection of solid or liquid waste in other than the designated locations.
15- Possession of prohibited drugs under the laws applicable in the Sultanate.
16- Not reporting workers’ quarrel that leads to injury or disability.
17- Moving or removing the machinery or any other materials, including the vehicles that
cause a particular incident before the arrival of the relevant authorities.
18- Parking cars, heavy vehicles or containers inappropriately in other than the
designated locations inside the zone.
19- Obstruction of movement or blocking of streets or any workplace by vehicles or
machinery.
20- Loading passenger conveyances with more than their capacity mentioned in the
license.
21- Non-notification of all workers' details within seven (7) days from their joining work.
22- Non-submission of an application to issue an entry permit for workers within the
stipulated period.
23- Allowing workers to work for another investor.
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24- Non-provision of the public safety conditions in the buildings.
25- Storage of foods in the office buildings, including those annexed to the warehouses.
26- Non-designation of a location to prepare and preserve foods separate from the
accommodation rooms.
27- Non-provision of appropriate sanitary facilities for each apartment at workers’
accommodation.
28- Non-provision of air conditioners and cooling means appropriate to the climate
conditions inside the buildings.
29- Exceeding the capacity of workers’ accommodation.
30- Construction of temporary residential compounds without the approval of the
relevant department in the zone.
31- Lack of public safety conditions in the temporary accommodation compounds.
32- Lack of appropriate health environment in the buildings according to the standards
applicable in the Sultanate.
33- Construction of temporary residential compounds on unleased plots.
34- Non-provision of a quick means of communication in the location of the temporary
residential compounds.
35- Non-provision of an appropriate conveyance in the location of the temporary
residential compounds.
36- Sleeping of other than the workers in the zone or individuals unauthorized to enter
the zone in the workers' accommodation.
37- Not allowing the relevant officers to conduct the periodical inspection of the
residential compounds.
38- Allowing men and women to mingle in the residential buildings.
39- Not appointing one or more supervisors for every buildings where resident workers
exceed (50) fifty.
40- Allowing workers to sleep at other than their designated building.
41- Leasing the accommodation to a third party without the approval of the relevant
department in the zone.
42- Sharing the buildings or leased plots to third parties inside the zone without taking
the sub-leasing procedures.
43- Not updating the data on workers’ accommodation.
44- Conducting prohibited acts inside the workers’ accommodation in the zone and not
taking legal measures against the violators.
45- Loading goods conveyances with more than their licensed capacity.
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46- Carrying unauthorized individuals to enter the zone by public conveyances.
47- Preventing the staff of the Zone or any of the relevant authorities in the Sultanate from
performing their job duties.
48- Unauthorized use of containers or mobile rooms.
49- Refusal to receive the warning or violation notice.
50- Non-rectification of the violation during the period set in the violation notice.
51- Working at other than official working hours set according to the laws, regulations,
systems and controls applicable in the zone.
52- Any other violation not stipulated in any of the groups mentioned in these
Regulations.
B- Group Two: it includes the following violations:
1- Commencing constructions before obtainment of the required permit from the
relevant department.
2- Starting work before building a fence around the plot allocated to the project.
3- Possession of a commodity with unknown origin or not accompanied by the
documents that indicate its source.
4- Using external sidewalks, pavements or street to store project materials.
5- Manufacturing, displaying, or selling covering materials used in counterfeiting goods
or industrial products.
6- Implementation of construction and installation works in violation of the approved
specifications and drawings.
7- Placing a false commercial statement on the goods, shops or covers.
8- Use or possession of weight or measurement devices or tools that are fake, inaccurate
or illegally sealed.
9- Changing weight or measurement devices or tools in a way that would make them
inaccurate.
10- Stamping metal products with false seals, selling them or other items, displaying, or
possessing them for trading.
11- Refusal to sign the report of seizure or attachment of confiscated goods or sampling.
12- Non-extension of the insurance policy at least fifteen (15) business days before its
expiry.
13- Non-renewal of license within (30) thirty days of its expiry date.
14- Non-submission or extension of the insurance policy on its workers that covers any
damages or risks that may result from the nature of their work.
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15- Not increasing the value of the insurance policy if the value of the incoming or stored
goods in the zone exceeds the value of the policy submitted for these goods.
16- Not keeping the approved maps on project location.
17- Not placing a guiding sign that carries the name of the project owner, consultant, and
the contractor.
C- Group Three: it includes the following violations:
1- Commencing operations in the zone before obtaining the building completion
certificate.
2- Adding, changing or removing the leased buildings without a written approval from
the relevant department.
3- Removing quantities of sand or rocks of the Zone for filling purposes without a
written approval from the zone.
4- Inappropriate closure of the doors and windows of buildings or fire exits of
warehouses, plants, or workshops.
5- Breaching the laws and regulations related to health and public hygiene in the
restaurants and cafes, including the kitchens in workers’ accommodations.
6- Causing unhealthy conditions inside or around the buildings in the Zone.
7- Lack or expiry of professional health card.
D- Group Four: it includes the following violations:
1- Practicing an unlicensed activity.
2- Placing or spilling non-hazardous materials on the roads or outside the boundaries of
the plot allocated to the project.
3- Misuse of firefighting equipment (such as for cleaning or washing).
4- Lack of firefighting equipment.
5- Inefficiency of firefighting equipment.
6- Non-maintenance of firefighting equipment appropriately and periodically.
7- Inappropriateness of firefighting equipment.
8- Negligence in providing the conditions and requirements of public safety.
9- Occurrence of a minor fire because of negligence in providing the conditions and
requirements of public safety.
10- Overload on the electrical connections or devices.
11- Occurrence of minor fire because of overload on the electrical connections or devices.
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12- Occurrence of a work-related injury because of lack or insufficiency of the
requirements of occupational safety.
13- Not obligating the workers to abide by the requirements of occupational safety during
the performance of work.
E- Group Five: it includes the following violations:
1- Commencing operations in leased buildings and warehouses in the zone before
submitting an insurance policy that covers the plants, machinery and equipment used
in its operating and production processes.
2- Storing hazardous materials not covered by the license or disposal of or transporting
them without taking the preventive measures set by the zone.
3- Bribing any of the zone staff or exploiting them for personal purposes in favor of the
working companies or individuals.
4- Allocating a part of the buildings or plots allocated for the establishment of
investment projects for the construction of a permanent accommodation.
5- Provision of fake or false documents that do not reflect reality.
F- Group Six: it includes the following violations:
1- Opening the project location that has been closed or whose license has been
cancelled.
2- Closing the entrances into or exits from the zone in such a manner that threatens
public safety.
3- Placing or spilling non-hazardous materials on the roads or outside the boundaries of
the locations allocated to the project.
4- Occurrence of a major fire because of negligence in providing the conditions and
requirements of public safety.
5- Occurrence of a major fire because of overload on the electrical connections or
devices.
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Article (4)
Accumulative points shall be calculated for every violation mentioned in Article (3) above as
shown in the following table:
Sr.

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Number of Points per Violation
First Time
Second Time Third and More
1
2
3
2
4
6
5
7
10
7
10
15
10
15
25
25
35
50

Article (5)
Accumulative points shall be calculated for every violation mentioned in Article (3) above and
upon recurrence of the violation as shown in the following table:

Sr.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Group
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

First Time
100
250
500
1000
2000
3000

Amount of Fine
(Omani Rials)
Second Time Third and More
150
200
500
750
750
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000

Article (6)
The accumulative points mentioned in Article (4) above shall be deleted after the lapse of the
periods indicated in the table below provided the non-recurrence of the same violation during the
said periods. These periods shall start from the date of discovering the violation:
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Sr.

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Period for Deletion of Violation
(in days)
First Time
Second Time Third and More
90
180
270
90
180
270
120
240
360
120
240
360
180
360
540
360
540
720

Article (7)
Without prejudice to any harsher penalty stipulated in the regulations and decisions issued in
application of the Establishment System, the zone may take the following procedures against the
violators:
1- First written warning when the accumulative points reach (25) twenty-five.
2- Second written warning when the accumulative points reach (50) fifty.
3- Third and final written warning when the accumulative points reach (75) seventy-five.
4- Revoke the lease contract or investment agreement and withdraw the license when the
accumulative points reach (100) one hundred.
If the violator is a contractor or service provider, its permit shall be withdrawn and shall not be
allowed to work in the zone.
Article (8)
The stakeholder may object in grievance to the violation within fifteen (15) days from the date of
its issuance to the Director General. There shall be a decision on the grievance within (30) thirty
days from its date of submission. If this period lapses with a decision, this shall be a disapproval of
the grievance.
Article (9)
The Director General may reduce, as per his discretion, the amount of the fine for any of the
violations mentioned in these Regulations provided it does not become lower than the minimum
stipulated in the Establishment System issued by the Royal Decree 32/2015.
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Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Administrative Decision
No. 11/2017
Issuing the Tenders Regulations of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Pursuant to the System of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates promulgated by Royal
Decree No. 32/2015,
The approval of the Board of Directors of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates,
The approval of the Minister of Commerce and Industry,
And as per the exigencies of the public good,

It is resolved
Article One
The provisions of the Tenders Regulations enclosed shall apply.
Article Two
Revoked shall stand all that contradicts or contravenes the provisions of the enclosed Regulations.
Article Three
This Decision shall be published in the Official Gazette and shall enter into force from the day
following its publication date.
Issued on: 16 Rabi' Thani 1438 AH
CT: 15 January 2017 CE
Eng. Ahmad bin Hassan Al-Dheeb
Chairperson
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Tenders Regulations of the Public Establishment of Industrial Estates
Chapter One
Definitions and General Provisions
Article (1)
In the application of the provisions of these Regulations, the following terms shall have the
respective meanings hereunder unless the context requires otherwise:
Establishment:
The Public Establishment of Industrial Estates.
Zone:
Any zone subordinate to the Establishment.
Board:
Board of Directors of the Establishment.
Chair:
Chairperson of the Board.
CEO:
The CEO of the Establishment.
Director General:
Director General of the zone, the relevant directorate or the center as per the case.
Concerned Office:
The relevant administrative division in the Establishment.
Department:
The Department of Tenders and Procurement.
Department of Administrative Affairs:
The Department of Administrative Affairs and Human Resources in the head office or the zone as
per the case.
Department of Financial Affairs:
The Department of Financial Affairs in the head office or the zone as per the case.
Financial Director:
The Director of the Department of Financial Affairs.
Administrative Director:
The Director of the Department of Administrative Affairs and Human Resources.
Team:
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The analysis team stipulated in Article (15) of these Regulations.
Bid:
The bid submitted in the tender, practice, or competition.
Public Tender:
The set of procedures announced according to the provisions mentioned in these Regulations. It
may be local or international.
Committee:
The Public Tenders Committee, the Internal Tenders Committee, or Procurement Committee as per
the case.
Register:
The register that includes a list of the names if suppliers, contractors, and consultant offices
approved by the Establishment.
Article (2)
The provisions of these Regulations shall apply to the contracts concluded by the Establishment.
The provisions of the Tenders Law issued by Royal Decree No. 31/2008 and its Executive
Regulations issued by Decision No. 29/2010 shall apply to the issues not covered by a specific text
in these Regulations.

Article (3)
Contracts for supply, construction, and purchase or rental of the properties required for the
execution of the projects of services, public utilities and other infrastructure projects shall be
through public tender. However, the following methods are also permissible:
1- Limited tender
2- Engagement
3- Direct Assignment
4- Competition
Article (4)
The Establishment shall not contract for the supply of services for more than five (5) years.
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Article (5)
The Establishment shall contract within the limits of the financial allocations set in its budget and
after reserving these allocations for the required purpose. If the total contract cost exceeds these
financial allocations, the Establishment shall amend the budget accordingly according to the
approved procedures.
Article (6)
All contracts shall be approved according to the financial powers adopted in the Establishment.
Article (7)
The similar supplies, works, or services shall not be divisible.
Article (8)
The Chair may delegate some of his power mentioned in these Regulations to the CEO who can
also delegate some of his powers to any of the Establishment staff provided not less than a director
general.
Article (9)
The Chair shall issue a decision to set up a committee called "Public Tenders Committee" in the
Establishment that consists of five (5) staff of the Establishment and other than the staff from
among those who have expert and efficiency. The decision shall determine its chair and its deputy
chair. The Director of the Department shall be the committee secretary.
This committee shall conclude the contracts whose price exceeds (3,000,000) three million Omani
Rials.
Article (10)
The CEO shall issue a decision to set up a committee called "Internal Tenders Committee" in the
Establishment that consists of five (5) staff of the Establishment. The decision shall determine its
chair and its deputy chair. One of the Department staff shall be the committee secretary.
This committee shall conclude the contracts whose price exceeds (100,000) one hundred
thousand Omani Rials and does not exceed (3,000,000) three million Omani Rials.
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Article (11)
The CEO shall issue a decision to set up a committee called "Procurement Committee" in the head
office of the Establishment and the zone that consists of three (3) staff of the Establishment. The
decision shall determine its chair, its deputy chair and secretary. This committee shall conclude the
contracts whose price does not exceed (100,000) one hundred thousand Omani Rials.
Article (12)
The Committee shall hold its meetings when required upon the invitation of its chair, deputy chair,
or Director of Department. For the meeting of the Committee to be valid, the majority of its
members should attend it including the chair or his deputy. The deputy chair shall replace the chair
of the Committee in presiding over its meetings in case of the absence or inability of the chair to
preside over the meeting. The decisions of the Committee shall be by the majority of votes of the
attending members. In case of a tie, the side of the chair shall prevail.
The Committee may seek the assistance of any expert it deems necessary in its meeting without
having a vote.
Article (13)

The Committee shall:
1- Review the technical specifications, conditions and instructions provided by the
concerned offices or the team and ascertain their propriety.
2- Specify the method of contract based on data and information submitted by the
concerned office.
3- Receive bids, open their envelopes and then review or forward them to the concerned
office or team for study.
4- Receive the results of the study and analysis of bid, review and evaluate them, and take
decisions awarding them.
5- Fix the cost of the copies of the conditions and specifications of tenders.
6- Propose any amendments to these Regulations and refer the recommendations thereon
to the CEO.
7- Perform any other functions assigned to it by the chair, the CEO, or the Board.
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Article (14)

The Committee Secretary shall:
1- Prepare the meeting minutes.
2- Receive and deliver the documents related to the functioning of the Committee.
3- Keep all the documents of the contracting process until completion thereof and handing
them over to the relevant administrative division.
4- Coordinate among the Committee, team, and Department.
5- Perform any other functions required for the functioning of the Committee.
Article (15)
The CEO shall form an analysis team for each contracting process that exceeds (100,000) one
hundred thousand Omani Rials. The team shall consist of at least three (3) of the Establishment
staff provided one of them be from the division requesting the contract. One of the Department
staff shall be the secretary of the team, which shall:
1- Review the conditions, specifications, and all the documents before publicizing them.
2- Review the bids submitted and ensure their conformity to the set specifications and
conditions as well as all analysis requirements.
3- Review and approve the consultant's report, if any.
4- Analyze the technical proposals referred to it and refer a report including its
recommendation to the concerned committee that referred the proposals to it.
5- Invite the tenderers to submit their bids and discuss the same if required. In this case, it
may invite whoever it deems appropriate to attend these meetings.
Article (16)
The concerned office that demands procurement shall undertake the same functions stipulated in
these Regulations for the team for the contracts whose price is less than (100,000) one hundred
thousand Omani Rials.
Article (17)
The Committee shall be accountable to the Board, Chair, and CEO for all the works it undertakes.
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Chapter Two
Management of Tenders and Procurement
Article (18)

The Department shall:
1- Manage and organize the work of the Committee in the Establishment and follow up the
work of the committees in the zones.
2- Ensure the availability of financial allocations dedicated to the contracts to be offered.
3- Manage and organize the tender documents and other methods of contracting stipulated
in Article (4) of these Regulations and prepare the relevant correspondences.
4- Follow up the work of the team.
5- Publish the notices of tenders and other methods of contracting.
6- Receive the direct procurement offers that exceed twenty-five (25,000) thousand Omani
Rials.
7- Undertake any other power stipulate in these Regulations or required by the CEO.
Article (19)
The Department of Administrative Affairs shall undertake the functions of the Department
stipulated in these Regulations for the contracts that are less than (100,000) one hundred
thousand Omani Rials.
Article (20)
The Department shall prepare and keep the register and update it annually according to the
following procedures:
1- Publicizing the registration of suppliers, contractors, and consultancy offices in at least two
daily newspapers indicating the period for submitting the registration applications.
2- Receive the registration applications according to the form prepared by the Department
for this purpose accompanied by the required documents, classify them and refer the
same to the concerned office. The concerned office shall review them, determine those
who meet the conditions approved by the Establishment, add them to the register and give
each of them a registration certificate with a unique code to use in all correspondences
and financial dealings with the Establishment.
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Article (21)
The invitations to contract through direct assignment or limited tender shall be limited to those
included in the register. If they are less than five (5), invitation may be served to additional
tenderers not included in the register whether from inside or outside the Sultanate.
Article (22)
Upon the recommendation of the Department, the CEO may issue a decision to exclude anyone
from the register in the following cases:
1- If inclusion thereof in the register was according to false details.
2- In case of breaching any conditions of a previous contract with the Establishment.
3- If awarded the contract illegally due to an act perpetrated by him or his subordinates.
All administrative divisions in the Establishment shall inform the Department of any document
that would affect the status of the person included in the register, indicates his lack of any of the
required conditions for registration or proves his breach of any contract.
The person excluded from the register shall not be contracted unless he is registered again in the
register.
Chapter Three
Confidentiality and Liability
Article (23)
All Establishment staff participating in the contracting process or those whose work relates to it
shall observe complete confidentially concerning all the relevant information, details, and
documents. It is impermissible to publish any of them without a written approval from the CEO.
Article (24)
No Establishment staff, and their spouses and relatives, up to the second degree shall submit bids
or proposals, either directly or indirectly, to the contracts offered by the Establishment. They shall
not be contracted for purchase of any items, execute any works or provide any services. This shall
be without prejudice to the Law of Protection of Public Funds and Avoiding Conflict of Interest
issued by Royal Decree No. 112/2011. In case of necessity, their publications and artistic works
shall be exempted according to a reasoned decision by the CEO provided the amount does not
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exceed five thousand (5000) Omani Rials and by the Board if more than that on the condition that
they shall not take part in the procurement procedures.
Article (25)
All documents and correspondences related to the contracting process shall be kept, classified and
maintained in special files the electronic system of the Establishment.
These documents and correspondences shall be confidential and subject to the provision of Article
(23) of these Regulations.
Chapter Four
Procedures Preceding Submission of Tenders
Article (26)
Except for the sundries purchased from miscellaneous advances, the following procedures shall be
followed concerning the contracts that do not exceed (100,000) one hundred thousand Omani
Rials:
1- The concerned office requesting purchase shall prepare the purchase request including
the reasons and objectives of the required contract as well as the technical specifications,
reference conditions, and any information or details related to the materials or services to
be supplied.
2- The Department of Administrative Affairs shall check that the commodities or services
required are not available in the Establishment or that the available quantity is not enough
to meet the need of the concerned office.
3- In coordination with the Department of Financial Affairs, the Department of
Administrative Affairs shall ensure the availability of the financial allocations in the budget
and reserve the amounts according to the estimated cost of the purchase order.
4- The Department of Administrative Affairs shall refer the issue to the CEO or the Director
General as per the case along with recommendation on the method of contracting.
In case of disapproval, the Department of Administrative Affairs shall inform the
concerned office and return the request to it, In case of approval, the Department of
Administrative Affairs shall complete the procedures according to the provisions of these
Regulations.
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In all cases, the contract request shall be delivered to the Department of Administrative
Affairs shall ensure at least five (5) business days before the set date for taking the
procedures.
Article (27)
The following procedures shall be followed concerning the contracts that exceed (100,000) one
hundred thousand Omani Rials:
1- The concerned office requesting purchase shall prepare a memo including the required
commodities or services and their estimated cost, reference conditions, and technical
specifications provided it include the confirmation of the Department of Financial Affairs
or the Financial Controller of the availability of the financial allocations in the budget
entries.
2- If the required materials or services do not relate to engineering or technical projects, the
concerned office shall submit the contract request to the Department. However, if the
required materials or services relate to engineering or technical projects for the
construction of new zones, expansion of existing zones, or execution of infrastructure
projects, the concerned office shall submit the contract request to the Projects Department
or the body that replaces it in the head office of the Establishment. The said memo shall
be submitted to the CEO or his delegate for approval.
3- The Department or Projects Department, as per the case, shall set the appropriate time to
float the operation and announce it in the local or international newspapers for one day.
The Committee may increase the days of publication and determine the period for
purchasing the bid requirements provided it be not less than five (5) business days and
not more than (30) thirty business days unless the nature of the process requires a longer
period determined by the Committee.
4- The request shall be referred to the Department to complete the procedures stipulated in
these Regulations.
Article (28)
The concerned office requesting purchase shall prepare the bid requirements according to the
following:
1- It shall prepare the detailed specifications for the required works and any conditions or
provisions related to the execution of work. This shall include the execution timeframe,
project stages, staged outputs, final outputs, criteria for accepting the outputs, financial
limits of stage payments, human resources to be employed, various devices expected to
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be used, guarantee period, post-guarantee maintenance cost, and any other specifications
related to this type of projects.
In preparing the bid requirements, the concerned office may seek assistance of technicians
from the governmental units or consultancy offices inside or outside the Sultanate. It shall
use this consultancy in preparing or choosing technical specifications that would prevent
competition. The concerned office shall not request or accept the consultancy of a person
or institution that may have a direct or indirect interest in the tender.
The concerned office shall send the bid requirements to the Department of Legal Affairs
in the Establishment for final review.
The concerned office shall amend the bid requirements in light of the observations of the
Department of Legal Affairs and coordinate with it in this regard, if required.
The concerned office shall finalize the bid requirements and refer the same to the
Department to complete the procedures.

Article (29)
If the process requires the appointment of a consultant, the concerned office requesting purchase
shall prepare the bid requirements for the appointment of the consultant including all the details
and scope of work and deliver the same to the Department to float the tender.
Chapter Five
Public Tender
Article (30)
The notice of the public tender shall be published in one or two newspapers in both Arabic and
English well before the period stipulated for contracting to permit re-invitation of tender, if
required. The notice may be published electronically on the e-tendering website of the
Establishment.
The notice shall include the following:
1- Type of required contract.
2- Price of tender documents, and dates and places for purchasing them.
3- Bidding mechanism.
4- Bidding period, and date and venue of opening envelopes.
5- Date of visiting the site if required.
6- General description of the required services or materials.
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7- Details of bid insurances.
8- The person or entity in charge of replying to any inquiries about the tender.
9- Validity of bids. Concerning the bids that require chemical analysis or technical
examinations and analyses, their validity shall not be less than (90) ninety business days.
10- Any other details determined by the concerned office.
In all cases, the notice shall contain the following sentence:
"The Establishment may cancel the tender and the tenderers shall not have the right to claim any
compensation in this case."
Article (31)
The Department shall keep the tender documents and deliver a copy thereof to whoever desires to
purchase them after the payment of their price. The Department may collect the price of the tender
documents through deposit into the bank account of the Establishment against the deposit receipt
or electronically in case of using the e-tendering website of the Establishment.
In all cases, the person who has purchased the tender documents shall not re-sell or transfer the
same to others.
Article (32)
The tender documents shall be translated into English if the tender is international.
Article (33)
In case of cancelling the tender before the date set for submitting the bids, the price of the tender
documents shall be returned to those who had purchased them upon their request provided they
deliver the original tender documents to the Department.
Article (34)
Each tender shall have a unique number of three (3) digits as follows:
1- The first digit refers to the number of code of the zone to which the requesting office
belongs.
2- The second digit is a serial number that turns into zero every year.
3- The third digit refers to the calendar year.
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Article (35)
The tender documents shall include the following:
1- Notice of tender.
2- Date of floating the tender.
3- Content of tender documents.
4- List of annexes (if any).
5- Requirements.
6- Date of submitting bids.
7- Contact person to reply to inquiries and receive bids.
8- Bank guarantees and their conditions.
9- Payments and their conditions.
10- Place for submitting bids.
11- Specifications and detailed layouts of required works or services (scope of work).
12- Documents to be delivered within the bid.
13- Execution period.
14- Contract form including the general terms and conditions of the Establishment.
Article (36)
The bidder shall abide by all the conditions and considerations set for the submission of the bid,
and in particular the following:
1- The bidder shall submit the bid in an envelope closed tightly and indicating the name and
number of the tender. There shall be separate envelopes for the technical and financial
bids, if required. The technical bid shall not refer to the prices.
The bid envelopes shall not indicate the name or identity of the bidder.
2- The bid shall be printed legibly and free of erasure, amendment, or addition.
3- The prices shall be in Omani Rials in figures and letters. In case of difference, the amount
in letters shall be adopted.
4- The bidder shall not amend any of the terms and conditions of the tender.
5- The bid shall indicate the name and address of the bidder that shall stamp and sign the
same.
6- The bidder shall submit a copy of the commercial register, affiliation certificate of the
Oman Chamber of Commerce and Industry, signature form, and a list of the signatories.
7- The bidder shall submit the bids within the period mentioned in the tender notice.
8- The bidder shall submit the required financial guarantee.
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9- The bidder shall submit a proof on the financial solvency of the company and its ability to
fulfill its obligations.
10- The bidder shall disclose any relation with any staff of the Establishment.
Article (37)
The bidders shall include in their bids the details of the previous expertise, value of the projects
they executed, date of completion, and other details related to the nature of the tender.
Article (38)
Those who have purchased the tender documents may submit their inquiries and requests of
clarification required in the tender. The person or entity mentioned in the tender notice should
respond to these inquires. The tender notice shall set the deadline for receiving inquiries and
requests of clarification.
Article (39)
If the companies that have purchased the tender document would like to visit the site, the
Department, in coordination with the requesting concerned office, shall arrange a field visit to the
work site on the date mentioned in the tender notice.
Article (40)
The Establishment may amend the tender documents provided it notify all those who have
purchased these documents of these amendments well enough before the time set for submitting
the bids.
Chapter Six
Submission of Bids
Article (41)
The bids shall be submitted to the entity mentioned in the tender notice by twelve (12) p.m. on the
date mentioned in the notice.
The bids submitted after that time shall not be considered even if they have a date prior to the set
submission date.
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Article (42)
The Committee may extend the deadline set in the notice for submitting the bids by not more half
the period mentioned in the notice upon the request of at least one third of tenderers. In this case,
all those who have purchased the tender documents shall be informed of the new date. In all cases,
extension of the said deadline shall not be only once.
Article (43)
A bid on the supply of items to the concerned office shall be consistent with the standard specimen,
specifications or approved drawings, which the bidder must peruse. His submission of the bid shall
be treated as an acknowledgement of his perusal thereof.
Article (44)
A special box shall be prepared in the head office of the Establishment and in every zone to keep
the bids with an opening designed in a way that does not allow taking out any of its contents. The
box shall have two locks the keys of one shall be with the Committee Chair of his deputy while the
second with the Director of Department or his deputy.
Article (45)
The bidders themselves or their agents shall submit the bids by depositing them in the designated
box until submitting them to the Committee on the date set for opening the bids.
Article (46)
The Establishment may receive bids through its website and assign one or more of the Department
staff to print them and place them in a closed envelope before placing them into the designated
box.
Article (47)
Dealings with the bidders shall be according to documented official correspondences (letters or
emails) through the Department or the concerned office requesting purchase. In all cases, the
Establishment shall disclose the same information to all bidders and share the answers to their
inquiries with all of them.
Article (48)
The bids submitted shall remain valid from the date of their delivery to the entity mentioned in the
tender documents until their expiry date.
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Any amendment in the bid received in the same way of submitting the bid itself shall be valid if
received before the date of opening the envelopes while the amendments received after that date
shall not be considered.
Chapter Seven
Opening Envelopes and Analyzing Bids
Article (49)
The Committee shall open the bids on the date and venue mentioned in the tender notice. Neither
of the date of venue shall be changed except in cases of force majeure and after informing the CEO
of the same. Then another date and venue shall be determined and the bidders shall be informed
of the same well enough before that date. During that period, no new bids shall be received and
no documents of the already submitted bids shall be replaced or withdrawn.
Article (50)
The Committee shall open the bids box in the presence of any bidder who would like to that or his
agent. It shall:
1- Take the envelopes out and ensure the integrity of their stamps, their number and their
closure.
2- Open the envelopes and ensure the completion of the required documents and details. It
shall then order the bids serially and read the name of the bidder, the prices submitted by
him, and total bid price loud for the attendees to hear. The information related to the bids
shall be recorded and signed by the officer in charge on behalf of the concerned office with
procurement and the Committee Chair.
3- The Committee shall exclude the bids that do not meet the conditions after the approval
of the majority of members.
4- The Committee secretary shall write the details of the bids in the envelope opening
minutes that shall indicate the number of bids, name of bidders, and total price in case of
opening the financial bids. The Committee members shall sign the minutes.
5- Deliver the provisional insurance to the Department that would then deliver it to the
Department of Financial Affairs to undertake the stipulated financial procedures and sign
the report prepared in this regard on the same day or the following day at maximum. The
report shall indicate the review of the insurance details and recording the same in the debit
side in the financial books of the Establishment.
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This report shall be enclosed with the bids in addition to the supporting documents and
shall be kept in safe place.
6- Refer the bids to the team for analysis. If the tender has two envelopes, only the technical
envelopes shall be opened and referred to the team. The financial envelopes shall be kept
after ensuring they are tightly closed in the way deemed appropriate. The Committee
secretary shall deliver them to the Department to keep them in a safe place until the date
of opening them.
Article (51)
If the Committee finds that a bid is unusually below the bids submitted, it shall be entitled to
ascertain from the bidder the extent to which the latter has satisfied the conditions of the tender
and his ability to execute the contract.
Article (52)
The team shall analyse and evaluate the technical bids based in the specific standards, criteria, and
points according to the nature of the tender, works or services required. The team may seek the
assistance of the experts and specialists from among the staff of the Establishment or otherwise if
required. If the project has a consultant, the technical bids shall be submitted to him for analysis
according to his scope of work.
The technical evaluation shall be seventy percent (70%) while the financial evaluation shall be
thirty percent (30%) of the total evaluation grade unless the Committee determines another
percentage according to the best interests of the Establishment.
Article (53)
The team shall make a report of its works and refer it to the Committee including its
recommendation. If there is a report by the consultant, the team shall be attach it to the team report
or discuss with the consultant if required before referring the team recommendation to the
Committee.
Article (54)
After the opening of the envelopes, negotiation may not be made with a bidder on the modification
of his bid unless the lowest bid is accompanied by reservation or reservations.
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Negotiation may be made with the bidder of the lowest bid accompanied by reservations to make
him withdraw all or some of his reservations to make his bid consistent with the conditions of the
tender to the extent possible. If he refuses to do so, negotiation may be made with the next bidder.
No negotiation shall be made on the modification with a bidder unless such modification has been
turned down by all the lower bidders.
There may also be negotiation with the bidder to be awarded the tender if this would achieve the
best interests of the Establishment.
Article (55)
Comparison shall be made between the bids for the selection of the best one in accordance with
the technical and financial criteria and grounds specified in the tender documents. If the concerned
office decides to exclude one or more bids that do not meet the conditions and specifications, its
opinion shall be grounded.
Article (56)
Bids may be submitted, opened, referred, approved, and their results announced via electronic
means according to the procedures adopted by the Board.
Article (57)
Upon the approval of the Committee, the only bid may be accepted if it meets the conditions and
if the work needs do not warrant re-invitation of the tender.
Article (58)
The Committee may divide the works of the contract among a number of bidders based on the
evaluation results if this is in the best interests of the Establishment and the nature of the contract
so warrants.
Article (59)
Priority in bids shall be given to national products that meet the conditions and specifications. The
priority shall include priority in prices in the range of a ten percent (10%) increase.
Article (60)
The Committee secretary shall invite the bidders of the bids technically accepted to the session for
opening the financial envelopes.
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Article (61)
The Committee shall open the financial envelopes of the bidders of the bids technically accepted
and take a decision on awarding the tender or refer the financial bids to the team for analysis and
present its recommendations thereon if required to take the awarding decision.
In all cases, the tender shall be decided and the awardee notified before the expiry of the bids. If
this is not possible, the Committee shall request the bidders to extend the validity of their bids for
an appropriate period without any increase in prices.
Article (62)
The Committee shall prepare minutes of its works including the awarding decision and refer a copy
thereof to the Department to complete the procedures.
Chapter Eight
Announcing Results
Article (63)
The Department shall inform the bidder awarded the tender and send a copy of the awarding
decision to all concerned offices in the Establishment.
The Department shall also announce the results on the website of the Establishment, on the notice
board in the headquarters of the Establishment, or by any other appropriate method.
Article (64)
The bidders not awarded the tender or whose bids were excluded may object in grievance to the
Committee within five (5) business days from the date of notification of the Committee decision.
The Committee shall decide on the grievance within three (3) business days from date of
submission. The lapse of the said period without a decision shall be a dismissal of the grievance.
Article (65)
The Committee may cancel the tender by a grounded decision after publishing its notice and before
deciding thereon if it is dispensed with altogether or if the best interests of the Establishment so
requires. The Committee may also cancel the tender at the recommendation of the concerned
office in any of the following cases:
1- If a single bid is submitted or only one bid remains after the rejection of other bids.
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2- If all or most of the bids are accompanied by essential reservations.
3- If the value of the lowest bid exceeds the market value.
4- If the bids submitted are incomplete, ambiguous or are in violation of the conditions of the
tender documents.
The Committee may also cancel the tender after the issuance of the awarding decision and before
signing the contract by a grounded decision if this is in the best interests of the Establishment or
upon the recommendation of the concerned office that should indicate the reasons for requesting
cancellation.
Article (66)
The Committee may exclude the bid by a grounded decision in any of the following cases:
1- If public interest so demands.
2- If the bid does not satisfy the conditions and specifications stipulated in these Regulations.
3- If the bid is not accompanied by full provisional insurance.
4- If the bidder does not prove the soundness of its financial status.
5- If the bid documents are incomplete, not signed or not stamped by the bidder.
6- If a final judgement has been issued on the insolvency or bankruptcy of the bidder or
judicial measures taken against him for this reason.
7- If the bidder has previously violated any of provisions of these Regulations.
Article (67)
The Committee may re-invite the tender if this is in the best interests of the Establishment in the
following cases:
1- The cases stipulated in Article (65) of these Regulations.
2- If the number of bidders is less than three (3).
Chapter Nine
Contracts
Article (68)
If the price of the contract exceeds ten thousand (10,000) Omani Rials, a contract shall be
concluded between the Establishment and the contractor that includes the rights and obligations
of both parties. The purchase order shall be treated as a contract between the Establishment and
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the other party if the amount is less than that provided it include a statement of the purchased
materials, their prices and the date of delivery thereof.
Article (69)
All contracts concluded by the Establishment shall be according to the standard form of contracts
adopted by the Establishment. In case of necessity as decided by the Committee, there may be
exceptions for special contracts approved by the Board. In all cases, the Department of Legal
Affairs, Department of Financial Affairs, and International Audit Department shall review the
contracts before both parties sign them.
Article (70)
The contract shall include all the issue related to the awarded works, and in particular:
1- Period and stages for executing the contract from the commencement date until the final
handover date to the requesting concerned office.
2- The security submitted by the contractor and its validity.
3- The procedures taken against the contractor in case of violation of any of the terms and
conditions of the contract.
4- The provisions of sub-contracting.
5- The rights and obligations of the Establishment and the contractor.
6- The procedures that the Establishment is entitled to take if the contractor does not meet
his obligations on the date stipulated in the contract. They shall be one of the following
two procedures:
A- To give the contractor an additional period to execute the works in addition to
collection of a delay fine of one percent (1%) of the total contract price for each week
of delay up to ten percent (10%) of the contract price. The Establishment may exempt
the contractor from this fine or part thereof if he submits documents that prove that
the said delay resulted from force majeure outside his control or that it was because
of the Establishment.
B- To execute the works at the expense of the original contractor without prejudice to
the right of the Establishment to claim all the compensations for all damages it
incurred due to that in addition to collecting administrative expenses of twelve
percent (12%) of the total value of works not executed.
7- The mechanism for settlement of disputes with the contractor.
8- The mechanism for amending the contract during the execution period.
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Article (71)
The Department shall keep a copy of the contract along with all the documents related to it and
ensure it submitted copies thereof to the contractor and the concerned office.
Chapter Ten
Variation Orders
Article (72)
The Committee may approve the issuance of variation orders by increase or decrease concerning
the period, value, type, quantities, item specifications, works, and services the subject of the
contract during its validity. This variation shall not exceed ten percent (10%) of the approved
original tender provided the prices of variation orders are the same prices agreed in the contract.
Article (73)
1- The concerned office requesting purchase shall prepare the variation order that shall
contain the original items to be changed, required change, and all the details related to the
variation order. It shall refer it to the Department for review of its financial value, ensure
the availability of the additional amount and reserve the required financial allocations
taking into account the maximum limit of total variation orders.
2- The Committee shall decide on the variation order. In case of approval, the Committee
shall send it to the other party and complete the relevant procedures.
3- In all cases, the Committee shall not approve any variation order of more than one
hundred thousand (100,000) Omani Rials without the approval of the Board.
Chapter Eleven
Guarantees
Article (74)
An unconditional provisional security equivalent to one percent (1%) of the total value of the bid
shall be submitted with each bid valid for the period of the bid. If the bidder withdraws his bid
before the expiry of the period specified for the validity of the bid, the provisional security
submitted by him shall become the property of the Establishment without the need for a notice or
any other measure.
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The provisional security shall be refunded to the bidders of the unaccepted bids immediately after
the tender is awarded to a bidder by the Committee.
The provisional security shall be refunded to the winning bidder if he submits a guarantee for
adequate execution.
Article (75)
The winning bidder shall, within ten (10) business days from the day after the day on which he is
notified of the acceptance of his bid, submit a guarantee for the adequate execution of the contract
equivalent to five percent (5%) of the total awarded value or submit a professional insurance policy
in case of companies and consultancy offices. In respect of the contracts concluded with a
contractor abroad, the guarantee shall be submitted within twenty (20) business days.
The grace period specified in the two cases referred to in the preceding paragraph may be extended
for an additional period not extending ten (10) business days with the approval of the head of the
concerned office.
The guarantee for the adequate execution shall remain valid until the completion of contract
execution or end of maintenance period, whichever is later, unless agreed otherwise.
Article (76)
If the winning bidder does not submit a guarantee for adequate execution within the period
stipulated in these Regulations, the CEO may, by a written letter, cancel the award and confiscate
the provisional security without prejudice to the Establishment right to compensation if it has a
reason.
Article (77)
The bidder of the accepted bid shall be exempted from the guarantee for adequate execution if he
supplies the contracted items and the concerned office accepts them finally within the period
specified for submitting the guarantee for adequate execution.
Article (78)
The Department of the Financial Affairs shall receive a bank security from the contractor or
supplier equivalent to the advance payment paid to him of not more than ten percent (10%) of the
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concluded contract provided it return the same to him after the completion of the execution of
contract.
Chapter Twelve
Limited Tender
Article (79)
A contract may be entered into through a limited contract in the cases the nature of which requires
restricting the participation in the tender to specific suppliers, contractors or consultants within or
outside the Sultanate who satisfy the required conditions.
Article (80)
An invitation shall be extended to the suppliers, contractors and consultancy offices operating in
the activity related to the tender subject whose names are registered in the register of suppliers,
contractors and consultancy offices who proved their technical and financial efficiency and are of
good reputation. The number of the companies and institutions shall not be less than three (3).
Invitation to submit bids in the limited tenders shall be direct by a registered letters or by use of
electronic means. All the provisions regulating the public tender shall apply to the limited tender.
Article (81)
The Committee may convert the limited tender into an engagement if it finds this in the best
interests of the Establishment to get better conditions under the contract.
Chapter Thirteen
Engagement
Article (82)
The Committee may contract through engagement by negotiation in order to secure the best bids
at the lowest prices in any of the following situations:
1- Articles the manufacture or import of which is monopolized or whose nature or the
purpose of whose obtainment entails that they should be purchased from the places of
their production or those available only with an individual.
2- Articles for which no exact specifications may be made.
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3- Technical and consultancy works or services that require specific technical knowhow or
specific specialization.
4- Supplies and contracts for works that urgency does not permit tendering procedures.
5- Execution of works or provision of services by concerned entities outside the Sultanate.
6- Purchase and leasing of real estate.
Chapter Fourteen
Direct Assignment
Article (83)
The Establishment may contract through direct assignment provided the choice of the contractor
from among the best bids received and provided further that the prices are appropriate along with
indicating the reasons for his choice. Contract through direct assignment shall not exceed two
hundred fifty thousand (250,000) Omani Rials according to the following powers:
1- The Board up to two hundred fifty thousand (250,000) Omani Rials.
2- The Chair up to twenty-five thousand (25,000) Omani Rials.
3- The CEO up to fifteen thousand (15,000) Omani Rials.
4- The Director General up to three thousand (3,000) Omani Rials.
Article (84)
The Establishment shall get the largest number of quotations to allow fair assessment provided in
all cases they are not less than three (3) quotations.
Article (85)
The concerned office shall decide the specifications and estimated cost of the purchase orders,
specifications and reference conditions. It may seek the assistance of any of the specialized
employees of the Establishment or others to prepare the detailed specifications if required
provided there is no conflict of interests.
Article (86)
The quotations shall be received directly from the suppliers in envelopes or through fax or email
of the Department for contracts that exceed twenty-five thousand (25,000) Omani Rials and the
Department of Administrative Affairs for the contracts that do not exceed twenty-five thousand
(25,000) Omani Rials.
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Article (87)
The purchase order shall include the following details:
1- Number of purchase order and date of issuance.
2- Name of contractor as mentioned in the quotation.
3- The articles required in terms of type, number and complete description thereof.
4- Price of articles and services.
5- Period for execution of the contract and the general conditions and rules for purchasing.
6- Any special specifications or requirements that the Establishment would like to add.
Article (88)
The concerned office requesting purchase shall review the purchase order, approve the validity of
all details related to the required articles or services, and refer it to the head of the Department or
the administrative director for approval. The purchase order shall be sent to the contractor and
keep the delivery receipt and date with the Department or Department of Administrative Affairs as
per the case.
Article (89)
Except for the sundry expenses, a purchase order shall be issued for all the purchases by the
Establishment.
Article (90)
The purchase order shall not be amended before sending it to the supplier unless by the same
employee who prepared it taking into account the financial powers.
Article (91)
The concerned office requesting purchase may cancel the purchase order before its execution if
this is in the best interests of the Establishment provided its decision be grounded in this regard.
Chapter Fifteen
Competition
Article (92)
Competition is a special method for contracting for conducting studies or preparing designs,
layouts, models or other technical works required for a specific project.
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Article (93)
The Establishment shall specify the objectives, framework and specifications of the project in detail
and the prizes, remunerations or compensations to be granted to the winners, in addition to the
status of the ownership of the winning and non-winning reports, studies, designs and models and
any other conditions the Establishment deems fit.
Article (94)
Invitation for participation in the competition shall be extended either through advertising in the
printed or electronic media or through direct invitation to those possessing expertise and skills
required for the project or the purpose of the competition.
Article (95)
The CEO shall constitute an ad hoc to study the bids submitted and refer a report thereon for
approval.
The committee may summon the participants and discuss their bids with them.
Article (96)
The provisions of Chapter Eleven of these Regulations shall not apply to the competition.
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